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Septem ber 27,

Bard Students Join 300 ,00 0 Others to Protest th~ W~r in Iraq

"I immediately became worried that this was
going to become an argument between the 'grown-up'
and a bunch of 'punk-kids.' I couldn't have been more
wrong. When they told him that yes, they had gone to
the protest, the father turned to his son who bad been
carrying a bouquet of flowers and said, 'Give those to
them.'T he son handed the flowers to the closest female
in the group, who thanked hirn. The dad wouldn't hear
it though, and instead thanked them.
"As the family continued to their car, they passed
my friend and me and the clean-cut, suit wearing,
father of two kids said to us, in the most heartfelt voice
I have ever heard, "thank you," as if us being in the
streets that day had saved the lives of bis chUdren.
"They then drove away in an SUV listening to
Bob Marley. I don't know why this moved me so much,
but as soon as that happened, I was no Ionger pissed off
and irritated (as I bad been for the past 3 or 4 hours)
with the people I had been traveling with all day. It
actually instantaneously pyt me in a really good mood."
-- Ben Reed

BY }ESSE MYERS ON

They came from California, Florida and Texas. They
carried signs saying "Blind Faith in Bad Leadership is
not Patriotism," "Make Levees Not War" and
"Quagmire Accomplished."They were young and old,
black and white, gay and straight, union members, war
veterans, military farnilies and religious leaders. On
September 24th, half a million people, according to CSPAN, gathered in the nation's capital to protest the
Bush Administration's policies in Iraq.
Two large coalitions, United for Peace and
Justice and Act Now to Stop War and End Racism
(ANSW ER), organized the weekend's activities, which
constituted the fust mass mobilization in Washington
since laborun ians recently brought successfullaw suits
against multiple parties, winning broader protest rights
in the city and restricting the amount of crowd control
available to the police.
The opening rally featured anti-war speeches
from the Reverend ]esse Jackson, consurner advocate
and frequent presidential candidate Ralph Nader,
NAACP Chairma n Julian Bond and members of
Military Families Speak Out, Veterans for Peace and
Gold Star Mothers for Peace-m ost notably Cindy
Sheehan, who maintained a several-week long vigU
outside of President Bush's Crawford, TX ranch and is
planning on establishing one in Washington, DC.
Bard College, mostly through the Student
Action Collective, sent a delegation of at least sixty students, most of whom participated in the main rally and
march on the Mall and past the White House, though
some went to a more radical demonstration at Dupont
circle, later to be broken up by police.
One student, Pilar Haile-Damato, was glad
she made the trip. "Going to Washington inspired
energy within me," she said. "lt allowed me to see what
I can do with my community to motivate and educate
others against this war."
Many others who oppose the war decided thcy
would not go, either because they disagree with the
organizers' position thät immediate withdrawal of
troops is the correct coursc of action to take in lraq or
because they view mobilized protest' as an antiquared
form of dissent, impotent in today's political climate.
Sarah Martino,junior, characterized her opinion on the
issue this way: "I think that protest can be a valid and
necessary component of political discourse, but frankly
I find that many protests lack a concrete, organized, and
unified set of specific goals which strikes me as unproductive, and makes me uncornfortable situating myself
amongst a mass of people whom I may not be in total
·
concurrence with."
Barbara Lee (D-CA) , who
Rep.
contrast,
In
several other members of
with
rally
the
in
häd marched
Democrars of America
ive
Progress
the
congress, told
e indeed. "The
differenc
a
made
bad
they
that
S~nday
bringing the
keep
must
"You
said,
she
you,"
Hili hears
streets."
the
in
heat
Others speaking to the group included Rep.
Lynn Woolsey (D-CA) , Fairness and Accuracy in
Reporting Director Jeff Cohen, jouraalist William
Rivers Pitt, CODE PINK Women for Peace National
Director Medea Benjamin, and the aforementioned
Ms. Sheehan, wbo fired a shot at congressional
Democrats who do not oppose the war. "We can walk
slower," she said, "if they need to catch up."
On Monday, dozens of grassroots activists
with hundreds of appointments roamed the halls of
Capitol Hili, lobbying congress to support bipartisan
measures that would compel the President to establish

"DC is a. great backdrop for anything like this- good
sized city to take it over and have room for the hundreds of thousands who met there over the weekend. As
far as this protest on its own, however, the crowd was
quieter than some. Less moving, less chanting, yet just
as many signs, organizations, and people with causes
which drove them there.lt may have felt off, most especially at the start, to be there standing araund with
other passionate people, not moving in the streets of
DC, trying to act like it wasn't a low energy situation.
What people fought for seemed more grave, which had
a different sense about it than at past protests. Posters
of Iraqi chUdren with New Orleans children, strings
and banner upon banner listing Iraqi casualties .. .it was
quite a rerninder, everywbere you turned in the crowd.
The groups that were and always are the most effective
in my opinion were the 'Families of September 11th'
and 'Iraq War Veterans For Peace.'They hit home in all
of the right ways and counter a lot of generalizations
which 1oom over large scale protests like these. But the
day brought drums, trumpets, confrontations, dances,
yelling, and politics like every other before it and, most
-likely, those to come.• - - Anna Pydor
"On Saturday evening, after the march was over, some
friends and I walked a couple of blocks past the
Washing ton Monum ent and came across Cindy
Sheehan's Camp Casey. There were thirty or so tents
set up for sleeping, a larger tent in which people were
talking and someone was playing the guitar, and a white
cross erected for each of the roughly two-thousand
American soldiers who have been killed. In front of the
crosses, we found a trifold sign with the names and pictures of the fust thousand U.S. fatalities. The majority
were black, and there was one boy who looked like he
was fifteen. Many were in uniform , bu t a few were
wearing civilian clothes. One had on ä tuxedo. lt
looked like it was a portrait from his senior prom.
There were a few who looked old enough to be fathers
or mothers. One of my friends pointed out that such
displays were becorning a motif for our generation,
from September 11th to Mghanistan to the Iraq War.
There probably will be no such display of names and
faces for the victims of Hurricane Katrina because
many of the hoclies were left in the floodwaters for too
long tobe identified. I wonder how many otber trifolds
will be fllled up before the troops are brought home."
-- Samuel Budin

"I was suprised and pleased that a large group of the
Bard kids who showed up decided to stick tagether
through the march. Most of those who carpooled and
an exit strategy.
were not with non-Bard friends or the Black Block
weaved through the crowd together, chanting the same
Bard students share their protest experiences
thing over and over: 'That's bullshit! Get off it! The
enemy is profit!Niolence/and occupation/will not lead
"As lame and cliche as it sounds, the best part of the
to liberation!' We were all - bandana-faced SAC kids
protest forme- and what made it all worth it- was
and massage circle hippies and first years in cut-offs being thanked after it ended.
yelling and moving together. The march itself was
"My friend and I were unwinding outside of
huge, but fairly quiet and slow. We brought some pasthe church we were using as a convergence and housing
sion; people chanted with us and lent our leaders their
space after a very long, incredibly stressful and frustratmegaphones. We regrouped frequently by bleating
ing day. In the basement of the church was what we
"Baa-aa-aard" and "bardcore!" (a term which finally, in
assurned to be a wedding reception, based on the territhe Bard pocket of the crowd, gained some meaning for
ble party music and streamer-covered car parked out
me). I didn't agree with everyone in the march, of
front. Sure enough, out walked a busband and wife in
course, but I feit part of something good that was part
suit and dress (respectively) along with their similarly
;w-ay
wide
a
in
dissent
their
of something good." -- Sophia Kraemer-Dahlin
dressed cbUdre n- a girl and boyarau nd 13 and 10. As Protesters demonstrated
they passed anotber group of grungy, tired activists the of ways Photos by Charlie Hall and Anna Bernstein
father asked, 'Did you guys go to the protest today?'
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Gulf Coast Can't Get a Break
BY I<ATHRINE ALJINOVIC

ly submerged in water. A limited arnount of
looting is occurring in both states. In New
Orleans, where Katrina did the most darnage, flooding is under control, and in no
area was the flood.ing ever as deep as it was
during Katrina. However, the very fact that
further darnage has occurred does devastate
some residents, who were optirn.istic that
the catastrophes were over. In addition, at
least one more large oll refinery has been
darnaged by Hurricane R.ita, adding to the
problems already encountered in this arena.
The scenario could have been much worse,
however, as Senator Kay Bailey Hutebison
(R-TX) said when quoted by the
Washington
Post. "Twentyfive percent of
the
refining
capacity of all of
Arnerica is sitting in the one
area that was
targeted by this
hurricane. We
could have had a
catastrophe that would have affected the
whole· _country. That didn't happen." As it
stands, oll companies in the region are estimated to have lost at least 12.5 billion to
Hurricane Rita.
The situation has been helped,
however, by the fact that the federal
response to this disaster has been far more
extensive, timely, and satisfactory than the
response to hurricane Katrina. President
Bush hirnself traveled to San Antonio to
discuss the national response to the disaster, and urged residents of Texas and
Louisiana to foilow orders regarding when
it is safe to return to their homes. The disaster response has so far seemed satisfactory, with rescue attempts already well underway, roads beingCRiftd in an eftkient1111d
timely manner, and food and shelter being
provided in a far moreextensive and organized manner than in response to Katrina.

Clinton Hosts Global Summit

VVide ?rray of world leaders pledge their
comm1tment to change

were a survivor of one of his book tour
gigs," Yet, like many others, Brown found
BY .ANI TüNCHEVA
it tobe "strangely calrn.ing."
Participants in the event took on
On September 15, 2005, The Clinton
a
variety
of issues through a series of subGlobal Initiative (CGI), a project of the
sessions,
resulting
in partnerships between
William J. Clinton Foundation, met for
businesses
and
non-profit
organ.izations.
the fl!St time at the Sheraton New York
For
exarnple,
Starbucks
Coffee
Company
Hotel & Towers. Politicians, business
will
be
working
with
Conservation
tycoons, representatives from a variety of
humanitarian organizations, and others International and The Arnerican Wildlife
came together to establish the initiative's Foundation on Coffee and a Farmer
agenda. Former President Bill Clinton led Equity Practices geared program toward
the three day global summit, coinciding improving conditions for farmers, as weil
with the 60th Anniversary of the United as the environment.
"We tried to organ.ize the whole conNatio~s. The event was intended to inspire
ference
with fewer speeches, more converdiscussion on issues such as poverty, relisations,
smaller groups, and then we have
gious conflict, and climate change.
people
sitting
around a table like this talk"Our meetingwill emphasize dynarning
about
what
they could do," Clinton
ic group interaction to identify an agenda
explained.
"And
a
lot of commitments I'm
we can actually implement. [ ... ] What we
announcing
now
actually
grew out of these
begin during three days this September
tabletop
conversations
after
people made
will continue throughout the year to come
presentations
on
these
matters."
with [its] coordinated implementation,"
Even with this structure, the
said Clinton, in his mission statement on
summit
had no shortage of speakers.
the CGI website.
Arnong
them
were British Prime Minister
The main focus at the in.itiative's start
Tony
Blair,
Secretary
ofState Condoleezza
was its pledge to make a difference.
Rice
and
Senator
Hillary Rodharn
Admission to the event was a 115,000
Clinton.
ticket, as weil as a prorn.ise from each
attendee to start their own initiative. "This
conference is not about talk, it's about
action," said J ay Carson, spokesman for the
CGI. By its conclusion, the global summit
had made 11.25 billion from nearly 200
contributions. President Clinton hopes to
make it an annual event. The former president explained his comrn.itment to the
cause: "In my life now, I am obsessed with
only two things: I don't want anybody to
die before their time and I don't want to
'feetood ~ IJidMid..,.ua@!in illlt ,;..~
out making a clifference."
Many attribute the success of the
conference to Clinton's charismatic character and personal connections. "[He] is
the greatest charmer on the planet,"
remarked Shimon Peres, Israel's Vice
Premier. Attendees included royalty, a long
Projects at Bard centered on Hurricane around 4pm. There will be a student list of politicians and religious leaders, as
rellef and fund-raising have tumed from moderator and a panel of four professors weil as a nurober of celebrities. Among the
Part of the money raised, President
the immediate cash donati.ons you were all from across several departments. Even if crowd were U2 member and political
Clinton
said, will be used to set up a persurely asked for; to more involved, long- you're going to be parentless tbat weekactivist Bono and The Rolling Stones'
manent
office
for the CGI. Its purposewill
term projects. Volunteers have begun end, I encourage you to attend.
MickJagger. This reporter is sure that Lou
be
to
enforce
the
accountability of the contabling for donati.ons in Rhinebeck, Red
Reed himself'would have been there, bad
· '
The good news is that all of the
tributors
and
deal
with any pledges after
Hook, and Hyde Park, students ba.Ve been clothing that so many of you donated he not been otherwise engaged.
the
conference.
"'
think we'll probably
in contact with local and national busi- (asked for a donation, one young man took
About 40 world leaders, who
have
100
to
300
commitments,
something
nesses conceming their involvement,and a tbe shirt offhisback and threw 1t on the werein New York for the United Nations
like
that,
after
[it's]
over,"
said
the
former
tarot card reader-Madame Andrea-has pile) has amounted to over 215 garbage Anniversary, also attended the conference.
president
in
an
interview
with
Meet
the
taken up residence in tbe campus center . bags full. By the time this paper has been Secretary General Kofi Annan agreed with
Press's
Tim
Russert.
The
office
will
report
on Thursday, offerlog readings for a small printed all the clothing will be boxed, sortthe general sentiment that "The Global
on the· progress of the initiative, k.eeping
donation.
Initiativeis
important in that it recogn.izes
ed, and in an
track of what parts of its agenda have been
Many
that change requires coilective action. The
18-wheeler on
fulfilled.
students have
'its
way
to four priority aretts of the CGI reflect also
"So a year from now we'il be able
expresse d
Mississippi. A what we are trying to do across town. "The
to
know
what we've clone. And then we'il
interest
in
support of the United Nations certainly
church
there
do
this
all
over again and then we'll condoing
relief
will distribute helped Clinton's objective, yet the CGI's
tinue
to
make
reports. We don't have any
work in New
the
clothing different approach was what drew many
way
of
forcing
the comrn.itrnents, but I
Orleans over
leaders away from scheduled UN sessions
and other goods
think the fact that everybody knows we're
intersess.ion.
of the day and into the Sheraton.
arnong families
going to make public whether they've kept
To that end, a
"The controlled chaos is one way
and
shelters.
them or not will have a salutary impact,"
group
is
to get creativity," said Richard Holbrooke,
This is quite an
Clinton said.
"That's activism, being
researching
U.S. Arnbassador to the United Nations
accomplishactive, being involved and what's great
dozens of char- Though some residents have been invited to ment, and it during Clinton's administration. "The
about this kind of thing is it's not just a
itiesksand p~blic return, the reconstruction ofNew Orelans wbould not ~abvel intensity of it, the physical rush, the inti- talk and shop," said Bono at President
wor
projects
macy created the kind of dialogue that
een poss1 e
in the area, tryhas barely Started
without
the leads to synergy. The U.N. by contrast is Clinton's Global Surnmit. "We've all been
to them and some of us talk a little too
ing to find that which is at the same time help of Paul M urray.
sterile, overly concerned with protocol,
much
but I think- I think it's the actions
most effective and most accommodating
overly formal, filled with set-piece speechAnd one last piece of good news:
that
will
make it memorable."
to a ragged bunch of kids like us. If you a group has been found that will match
es. This is what the U.N. in theory is supDespite
the arnount of money and
would like to give some of your time this student donations. This is both wonderful posed to be but can't."
support
the
Initiative
has received so far,
Christrnas break, there will surely still be to hear and a real reason to work harder. lf
Tina Brown, a reporter for tbe
President
Clinton
believes
there is room
work to do in January.
you are interested in giving your time to Washington Post noted in her impressions
for
improvement.
"I
am gratified by what
Also, a seminar has been organ- help out, or if you have any questions,
on the summit that "You would expect to
ized to discuss the racial and human rights please write to the Obse[ver. Many emerge begging for mercy from a three- we've ach.ieved," Clinton said, adding, "But
I hope you leave with a sense of humility
implications of the hurricane. lhis will thanks to the student body for its generosday talkathon on the world's most
and a sense of how much better we can
happen over parents' weekend-Saturday ity and involvement.
intractable problems emceed by history's
do."
most garrulous president- especially if you
the 22nd of October, in the MPR at

In the aftermath of Katrina, everyone
hoped to be able to take some time to focus
on the reconstruction of New Orleans
without the addition of any new natural
disasters. This hope was not realized, however, as mere weeks after the devastation
that Katrina created, Hurricane Rita began
to create its own havoc in Texas and
Louisiana.
While the darnage that hurricane
Rita has caused is in no way as drarnatic as
that caused by Katrina, and no deaths have
been reported as
a direct cause of
this storm, the
hurricane
has.
created plenty of
trouble of its
own. A tornado
spawned by the
remnants of the
storm kiiled one
person in Belzon.i, Mississippi, and has
injured several others. There were power
outages affecting 412,000 Louisiana residents and 11 million residents in Texas.
Evacuations were ordered in both Texas
and Louisiana, and there is currently a
problern with Texans trying to return to
their homes before authorities believe it is
safe to do so. Furthermore, it is estimated
that at least 3,000 persons in Louisiana
who did not foilow mandatory evacuation
orders were still in need of rescue at the
start of the wekk, though several hundred
have already been plucked from the eight
to ten foot deep floodwaters that cover
large portions ofboth Texas and Louisiana.
Furthermore, the hurricane and
subsequent floods have destroyed a great
deal of property throughout both states.
Falling trees have caused both darnage to
property and bodily injuries to civilians and
to rescue workers. Trees or debris currently
block many roads, and some are complete-

At least one more large oll
refinery has been damaged
by Hurricane Rita, adding
to the problems already
encountered in this arena

Katrina Relief Effort Update
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Robe!ts Sails Through Co·nfirmation
Hearings Opinions on capital pun-ishm.ent and
other 1ssues st11l vague

BY ARl.ANA LENARSKY
As the four-day Senate confirmation hearings for
John Roberts draws to a close, the 50-year-old
Supreme Court nominee is in the clear.
On September 22rd, three Democrars
joined Republicans as the Senate Judiciary
Committee voted 13 to 5 to recommend John G.
Roberts Jr. as the next chief justice of the United
States. the full chamber will vote on Thursday,
September 29, and the results look predictable.
Republicans in th.e Senate have made
important and historical use of their majority. By
securing a conservative as a chief justice, they have
elected a man "with a conservative judicial philosophy - a philosophy that represents mainstream
America," according to Jay Sekulow, Chief Counsel
of the conservative American Center for.Law and
Justice. lts permanence and power is more daunting
than almost any other authoritative position in the
United States. There have been 43 U.S. Presidents
altogether, but only 16 Supreme Court Chief
Justices.
On many rninds is a question for the
Democrars who voted in the Judiciary Committee:
Why not a full majority against Roberts?
Some have said that by endorsing Roberts
as a qualifled candidate, President Bush will be
more willing to provide a moderate candidate to fill
the gap left by Former Justice Sandra Day 0'
Connor. Those voting in opposition of Roberts
worry that the affirmative votes for Roberts will be
seen in D.C. as no more than a sign of an exhausted party.
The three Democrars who voted to recommend Roberts said they were giving him the benefit of the doubt - to "vote my hopes and not my
fears," as Sen. Herb Kohl of Wisconsin put it.
"Mter the committee's decision, several
Senate D emocrars announced their voting intent.
Mark Pryor of Arkansas said he would support
Roberts; Barack Obama of Illinois and Hillary
Rodharn Clinton of New York said they would
oppose him" (Maura Reynolds, Los Angeles
Times).
Despite the numerous Senatehearings and
Roberts's smooth transition into the full chamber
voting, many Americans still may feel in the dark
about Roberts's opinions on big issues.
As usual, the issue most widely scrutinized
is the omnipresent and inflammatory bombshell

BY. CHRlSTINE N IELSEN

I was torn on what to write about for this edition of The Bunsen
Burner. My initial idea in the creation of this column was to report on
the most oddball science story I could find. On a predominantly artsy,
humanities-oriented carnpus, I thought it useful_to rcinforce the fact
that scientific discovery can be as awe-inspiring as great art and that life
is as absurd and incredible on _the microscopic level as it is on the
macroscopic. Yet I found myself wanting to write about stem cell
research-a pretty mainstream science topic, as far as regenerating
spines can be considered mainstream. So I considered writing about a
supernova that is supposed to have produced tons of cosmic rays ... but
I decided I'd end up sounding like a stoned hippie. I heard that the 3foot prehistoric hominoid skeleton found in Indonesia last year (the
one everyone was calling "Tpe Hobbit") wasn't a hobbit at all, just
deformed ... but I didn't want to write about that because it depresses
me. In the end I came right back to stem cell research, and here I am.
It may not be the mostinsane area of research out there, but I think it
still quallfies as rnind-blowing.
For those of you who have heard of stem cell research, know
it's part of regenerative medicine, have a politicallethicalleaning for or
against it, but don't quite know the science of it, let me fill you in. The
OED defines a stem cell as "a cell of a multicellular organism which is
capable of giving rise to indefinitely more cells of the same type and
from which certain other kinds of cell arise by differentiation." Another
way to say it is that, whereas a skin cell only produces more skin cells,
stem cells have the ability to produce many different kinds of cells.
There are more than 200 types of cells found in the human body, and
the nurober of different types of cells a certain stem cell has the ability
. to generate into is determined by where the cell came from.
Adult stem cells, like those which make up bone marrow, can
generally only produce either their same type of cell or closely related
cells. They have been used in research and in medical treatment since
the 1960s, and are currently us~d to treat more than 100 different conditions. Cord blood stem cells come from the placenta and umbilical
cord and have been used in medical treatment since 1988. Embryonie
stem cells, considered by most scientists the most promising type, were
only isolated in humans in 1998; therefore, their uses arestill relatively
uncharted. Embryonie stem cells are harvested when the embryo is
anywhere between 50 and l.S:O cells large, and they offer incredible
Supreme Court ]ustice Nominee ]ahn
research (and hopefully medicinal) possibilities because they have the
Roberts: the man and the myste.ry
ability to generate into any type of cell in the body. The embryos can
either be normal fertalized eggs, or they can be clones. Fertalized eggs
long"'(Charles Lane, Washington ·Post).
are most common because they are so readily availab\e-111. fettil\'fal!on
Sen. Charles Schumer, (D-NY) , ques- clinics create more embryos than are ever artifically inseminated.
tioned whether R<;>berts would be "a truly modest, Cloned embryos are considered more desireable, however, because the
temperate, careful judge," one "who will· irnpede fact that the cells possess the same DNA as the patient means that it is
congressional prerogatives but does not use the far, far less possible for the patient to reject the material.
bench to remake society," or, as some Democrats
Seienrists have clone some pretty extraordinary things with
fear, one who "will use [bis] enormous talents to use thi.s technology so, far. In March of this year researchers at UNC
thc court to turn back a near century of progress." Chapel Hili used embryonie stem cells to reverse hemophilia in mice.
(CBS/AP)
In May of 2004 researchers at Stanford published findings indicating
Concerning other social issues, Roberts that embryonie stem cells could be used to repair heart tissue.•
says Congress has the authority to pass laws barring
Even more recently, on September 19th of this year,
discrimination based on race, gender and disability, researchers at the UC Irvine Reeve-Irvine Research Center in Irvine,
and he defended his record on minority issues. He California were able to significantly repair the spinal chords of mice.
For the study, researchers Brian Cummings, Alleen Anderson, and thcir
collegues at UC lrvine damaged the spines of three groups of mice.
They then injected human fetal stem cells (neurospheres) into the first
group, injected regular liver cells into the second group, and did nothing to the third. In contrast to earlier studies, the stem cells used in this
study were not manipulated into becoming spinal cells before injection,
.
. .
mamtams that he has argued cases both m favor of but rather used in their undifferentiated form. Within days the stem
and .a?ainst ~ftrmative act!on, no_ting ~at . he had cells in the first group had started to tra~el away from the site of injecparttctpate~ 1 ~ a program to assist nunonty stu- tion. Within a month the fust group of mice had regained the ability to
coordinate their front and hind paws and could scamper across hori.
dents co~sJdermg la~ school. . .
rnice in the other two groups could do neither. At
zontalladders--the
was
that
adnumstratwn
Yes, I wa~ Ln an
opposed to quotas," Rober_ts. told Sen. E~ward M. sixteen weeks the rnice were injected with diptheria toxin, which kills
Kennedy~ D -Mass. O~~osttlOn to quota~ LS not_th: offhuman cells but not mouse cells. The mice in the first group presame thing as opposttlon to affirmative actlon dictably lost their newfound motor coordination.
In a press release for the university, Cumrnings explained the
. ..
.
(CBS/AP) .
"We set out to find whether these cells would be able to
goal:
team's
remt~Cling
unsure,
sttll
De~oc:~t~ are
Ro~ert_s of his cntlctsm of the Supreme Courts 5-4 respond to the injury in an appropriate and beneficial way on their own.
ruling m P~yler v. Doe, which struc~ down a Tex~s We were excited to find that the cells responded to the darnage by maklaw an.d sat~ ~he sta~e h~d to pro~de free public ing appropriate new cells that could assist in repair. This study supports
educat10n to illegal tmnugr~.t chi~dren. Ro~erts, the possibility that formation of new myelin and new neurons may conthen under the Reagan adrrumstratJ.on, _argued ~e · tribute to recovery."The study concludes that this procedure " ... could
federal government should have gotten mvolved m · have potential benefits for multiple central nervaus system diseases and
injuries," but warned that "additional animal studies are necessary."
.
.
.
the case.
I haven't mentioned the political side of the stem cell equation
D emocrats t~qUtre~ after. Rob~rts, ask.i~g
.
if, as a person, he believed illegal unmtgra~t chil- largely because it is too complex to do justice to in this colurnn, and also
dren should be educated. Roberts responded rnlegal because it has little to do with the science itself. In 2001 President
terms, and then ad~ed "My own view, every child Bush outlined his policy on the matter, allowing federally funded
, research projects to use ; embryonie stem cells, but only stem cells
.
should be educated (CBS/~P) .
. ~f. _rlaced as Chtef. !us_ttc!!, Robert_s s acquired from one of the 22 lines already in progress as of 2001.
:esponstb~tt~s wo~~ be the asstgnmg ~f the wnt- Unfortunately, the 22 existing lines do not encompass the.full span of
mg of maJOnty opmwn_s, as weil as_ be_mg able to human genetic variation. Therefore, while by no means a ban, President
keep t?e ~est cases for himself, or asstgmng them to Bush's decision has hampered_American scientists' ability to be leaders
in stem cell research around the world.
other JUStlces.

U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit. There
were few instances under both the Reagan and the
H. W. Bush administration where Roberts was able
to deal with capital punishment first-band.
Roberts gave what might be bis most
extensive opinions on capital punishment in a 2003
confirmation hearing for a position he now holds
on thc D .C. circuit.
"Sen. Russel Feingold (D-Wis.) asked
Robcrts whether hc was 'concerned that poor
defendants may not receive adequate legal representation, especially at the triallevel of a capital case.'
"Roberts said he did not know much about
the situation, but that 'it certainly can't be the case
that in all cases they receive adequate representation.' He added: 'I have long been of the view that
whether you're in favor of the death penalty or
opposed to it the system would work a lot better to
the exten t that defendants have adequate representation from the beginning.' Roberts said prolonged
appeals based on claims of inadequate representation were a major reason these cases drag out so

-Some have said .that by endorsing Roberts as a candidate,
President Bush will be more willing to provide a moderate. candidate to fill the gap left by ]ustice 0' Connor.
from 1973: Roe V. Wade, the decision that recognized a constitutional right to abortion. Although
there has been a slew of questioning on this issue
from both the left and the right, another big subject
undergoing less analysis is capital punishment.
Looking at both issues, it is interesting to
note that while each and every death penalty case
must be taken up by the Supreme Court not once
but twice (on direct appeals, which are often rushed
through, and then on habeas corpus challenges
clairning constitutional violations at trial or sentencing), abortion issues that manage to get to the
Court are usually covered by a blanket decision
from past cases.
When Former Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor stepped down from the bench, she took
her swing vote with her; her substitute may be less
willing to question the quality of defense counsel
available to those facing capital charges than Ms.
O'Connor had in the past. The details on Roberts's
views on this matter are hazy due to the sporlight
continuing to beam long and strong on abortion.
Roberts's past dealings with crirninal justice issues are few; he has played a s~pporting role
as a lawyer in Washington on behalf of a Florida
death row case, but he has faced no ca~i~al punishment-related cases in his two years as a judge on the

The- Bunsen Burner
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Prisoners at Guantanamo Bay on Hunger
Strike in Prote.s t of B~atings

Lyndie England
Convicted

BY ANNA PYCIOR

BY SASHA WINTERS
Lynndie England, the smiling face of the Abu Ghraib
scandal, was convicted Monday afternoon on one
count of conspiracy, four counts of maltreating
detainees, and one count of committing an indecent
act. She was acquitted of only one count, that of a second conspiracy. England's case was the last of nine
Army reservists charged with the maltreatment of prisoners at Abu Ghraib.
The defense's main argument was that
Lynndie England was little more than one of Charles
Gran er Jr.'s pawns. Gran er was sentenced to 10 years in
prson and is now being called the "ringleader" of the
soldiers who participated in the abuse of prisoners. You
might recognize hirn: he's the other US military officer
smiling hunched over a bloodied prisoner in the Abu
Ghraib photos. The defense argued that England was
su.ffering from depression, which made her overly submissive to Graner, her lover and the father ofher baby.

........

They argued that Lynndie, like the prisoners in the
photos, was only taking orders.
In May, before the trial began, England tried
for a plea bargain, as six of the nine charged prisoners
did before her. She would have entered a guilty plea in
exchange for an undisclosed sentencing cap. However,
this was denied when Graner's testimony conflicted
with England's. Graner claimed that the pictures he
took of England holding a leash around the neck of a
prisoner was intended as a training aid, but England
maintained that they were purely for amusement. "She
just did whatever he wanted her to do," her lawyer,
Capt. Jonathon Crisp, told the jury. However, the jury
needed less than two hours to decide that Lynndie's
"overly compliant" personality was not enough to
excuse her sadistic behavior. The prosecution argued
that Lynndie not only knew full weil what she was
doing, but that she was enjoying it. The infamous pictures, which were brought in as evidence, supported
that point. Also, a psychiatrist for the prosecution
interviewed England and found no signs of depression.
The lead prosecution attorney, Capt. Chris
Graveline, said in reference to a picture of England
pointing to a naked prisoner's genitals, "She is enjoying, she is participating, all for her own sick humor."
When the verdict was released, Capt. Crisp said to
reporters, "I guess the only reaction I can say is, I
und erstand."
All that is left now is the sentence. England
faces a maximum of ten years in prison. Though
England's actions are hard to face, it is irnportant to
realize that the issue is much larger than a servile
Lynndie England under the command of a cruel and
controlling Charles Graner Jr.

According to newly declassified
accounts of detainees provided by the
lawyers of those involved, there has been
a hunger strike at the US prison camp at
Guantanmo Bay, Cuba. The strike started on August 8th, 2005 and gradually
spread ac.ross several camps in the
prison. The strike is in protest of the
"harsh conditions" at the base, including
severe beatings and indefinite detentions, as the lawyers of the detainees
have explained. There are currently 500
men from 30 nations being held without
charge at the facility. Though not all
accounts agree, at one point the striKe
was reported to involve at least 180
inmates.
The BBC news group reported in mid September
that the US government had released information stating,
"45 detainees were currently on hunger strike, down from
131last week. "The US military definies a hunger strike as
when a prisoner has missed nine meals in succession. The
US government has neither confume~ nor denied reports
that fifteen of the detainees have been taken to the hospital and are being tube fed as a result of the protest.
Hunger strikes arenot new to Guantanamo. It is
documented that detainees had launched a hunger strike
in 2002 after allegations that "guards and interrogators
mistreated copies of the Koran." The strike was ended
when military officials issued new guidelines for proper
treatment of the Islarnic holy book. This was followed by a

Conventions.
Supreme Court Justice nominee John Roberts
was the last person to reaffirm this US government policy.
In the case of Rumsfeld vs. Hamdan, Roberts ruled that
the President was not constrained by internationallaw and
that "the Geneva Conventions do not create judicially
.enforceable rights."This ruling allows for the US government'~ continued exemption from
the Geneva
Conventions' codes regarding human rights, treatrnent of
prisoners, and other rights that the prisoners feel they are
being denied.
In 2004, three British prisoners, having been
released without charge, claimed that the us military personne! at the base were committing "ongoing torture, sexual degradation, forced drugging and religious persecution." A Time Magazine
article in June 2005 reinforced these
· accusations. It contained information
from a Guantanamo interrogation logbook that reported daily interviews began
at 4 am and sometimes continued until
included refusing prisoners bathroom

breaks, forcing them to urinate in their
pants. Many global organizations such as
Human Rights Watch, The Red Cross,
and The United Nations have com~_" •..,_. plained about the procedures and standards of living at Guantanamo Bay. In
'~~~ addition, two formet US presidents,
James Carter and Bill Clinton, have
demanded that the prison be closed
m;.
, ~ ;q.. ·::·c;
- ? · ""' -.c··• .~: d'•-' "·-~ ., down, calling it a terrible embarrassment
The welcoming committee at Guantanamo
for the United States.
The US government has taken
strides to combat accusations and continues to vehementstrike in June, protesting of the quality of their food and ly deny wrongdoing on their part. Government press
water, and another in August over specific beatings on the releases call attention to their efforts on behalf of the prispart of interrogators.
oners. One such press release touted the fact that the call
The captives are currently protesting what they to prayer for Muslims is played over camp loudspeakers at
describe as beatings administered by the prison's the appropriate times every day and stenciled arrows point
Immediate Response Force (IRF)-squads of military in the direction of Mecca to help detainees o.ffer prayers.
personnel who are dispatched to put down disturbances in
As of yet, no fatalities from the hunger strikes
the detainees' cells. The attorneys of. the protestors have have been confirrned, and the number of protestors reports~d that the hunger strikers "will refuse to eat until the
ed by both the government and those representing the
military gives them a fair hearing or they die.'' Much of the detainees continue to fluctuate. It does not appear that the
controversy over their sentencing, and therefore a bulk of strike will end anytime soon, however. "They truly feel
the protest on the part of the detainees and their support- they have nothing left," said Yemeni detainees' attomey
ers, stems from the US government's assertion that those David Remes. "I'm not sure what the endpointwill be. But
held as "unlawful combatants" (as most inmates at I do predict there will be death."

The Observer Can Read Your Mind ...
You were just thinking, "Wow, I'd really Iove to write for this paper!"
We understand.
If our soothsayer was right this time, then it's time you paid a visit to the basement of Tewksbury. Our
meetings are
........
every other Thursday night, eight pm, and we'~e always looking for more writers, photographers, and especially for
one lucky someone who wants the power and glory of maintaing our webpage.

Our next meeting is October 6th!
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Chan ges at Chartwells

·

Paten t Runs Out on Chemical

H ate it or secretly love it, Bard's dining Used in AID s Drug Patients will
service reilly is trying to improve see a pheno menal drop in treatm ent costs
has worked out deals with several local
vendors,
says it is difficult for !arge corpoBY MICHAEL BENHABIB
rations like Chartwells to develop associaThe staff of Chartwells, the company that tions with farms. Small farms and bakeries
operates the College' s food service, often need immediate payment for their
remains intact at Bard this semester even as goods and are not set up to deal with !arge
the corporation dispatches employees to corporations.
"The reason we haven't been able
the gulf to aid in its !arge foodstuff relief
to
use
farms
is because of the way we have
effort. As a corporate entity, Chartwells
to
pay
people,
and the way I have to pay
takes a lot of flak from the student body.
local
producers,"
says Cerulli. "If we can
Ironically, it is their. corporate status that
find
producers
that
take credit cards I can
makes our dining service the only non-acause
my
corporate
credit
cards to pay for
dernie department which goes to the trouthcse
kinds
of
things,
which
means immeble of actively soliciting student input.
diate
payment
for
them,
but
a Iot of these
ChartweUs staff members hand out cussmall
farms
aren't
set
up
to
do that. We
tumer satisfaction surveys and hold forums
finally
developed
a
relationship
with Old
to get ideas. This year its fully intact manSaw
Mill."
agerneut team is mak.ing culinary improveOld Saw Mill Farm in
ments and expanding service to .accommoGermal)town
will supply fresh produce
date the expanding student body.
through
November.
Cerulli explains, "It's
Their most important task may be
great
because
we're
able
to get all different
ac.commodating the large new freshman
k.inds
of
varieties
of
apples,
pears, peaches dass. During L&T, the freshman shared
while
they're
still
in
season
- plums, tomaKline with Summerscape and Bard Music
toes,
melons,
and
potatoes."
Cerulli is also
Festival performers. However, unfil<e prework.ing
on
relationships
with
other venvious years, the students were given lengthdors
so
that
Kline
can
serve
local
produce
ened, often staggered lunch breaks, which
all
year
long.
relieved much of
In addition to
the overcrowdthe
local fru.it a
ing. • The new
range
of bread
outdoor pienie
products
is comtables helped, as
ing
from
the
they will to conFormisa
no
tinue to do until
Bakery
in
winter comes.
Saugerties.
This
Director
of
includes bagels,
Dining Services
rolls, and many
Chas
Cerulli
specialty breads.
Down the Road
m.a.-&..i·ll\·' 2.
Kline 's seating A new feature at Kline photo by Mekko Harjo Cafe has very
limited storage
capacity. The
and
oven
space,
so
most
of its improvefirst task is replacing chairs and tables that
ments
are
in
the
form
of
retail items,
have been damaged over the years. Folding
including
newly
added
baked
goods from
tables, added as temporary replacements,
Formisanos.
will be replaced with permanent ones.
Manor Cafe is getting more use
"We've lost quite a bit of seating
this
year
and has similarly expanded its
over the last five years as things have broselection
alongside its South Campus
ken," says Cerulli, who explains that Kline
cousin,
though
it maintains offerings that
may position up to 30 new tables in its
are
distinct
from
Down the Road. Cerulli
cafeteria this fall. Some will be replacereports
that
there
are no plans to expand its
ments for the folding variety while others
lirnited
hours
until
after the Robins expanwill be squeezed in to get the most out of
sion
project
is
completed,
raising the North
the space.
Campus
population
by
a
couple
hundred.
The servery .will be getting a
There
will
also
be
a
Iot more
"face-lift" too, which as of last week
"spiee
and
sizzle"
in
the
servery.
A
monthdebuted new serving containers in the
ly
culinary
series
called
Gumbo
will
salad bar that aim to make life easier for
include
a
variety
of
international
cook.ing
staff and patrons alike. Kline also tested
staying open until eight on Monday nights- demonstrations. Food prepared at demonto accommodate the freshman following stration booths will be accompanied by
their weekly first-year seminar sympo- similar offerings cooked up in the k.itchen.
In the works for later this year is a
siums. Unfortunately, that practice may
food
service
website that will include inforend soon because so few have showea up
mation
about
each dining facility, including
past the normal closing time of seven thirmenus,
nutritional
informationa l, and
ty. Last week the nurober of people tak.ing
advantage of the servicewas in the single coupons for the retail outlets. Most importantly, it will provide an easy, electronic way
digits.
for
students to give Chartwells feedback
Chartwells is also beginning to
utilize local food suppliers. Cerulli, who about their services.

7514 N. BROADWAY

RED HOOK, N.Y. 12571

PHONE 758-5808

Iot of work for a !arge number of government officials. And even if a state is granred a compulsory license, it may still be illegal to export to other countries in need
that Iack the necessary provis.ions to manufacture their own drugs. The end of this

BY SASHA WINTERS

Saturday marked the expiration of
GlaxoSmithK line's patent on AZT, a
chemical used to make the AIDS drug
Retrovir. This will enable generic,
eheaper versions o.f the drug to be
reproduced by other companies.
Until now, GlaxoSmithKline has
been the only producer of AZT in
the United States. The absence of
the patent could make the drug
much cheaper. For example, when
it was first released on the market,
a year's supply was roughly S10,000
per person. In the twenty some odd
years the patent has been active, the
-. ~.., m-~ b '· g
price has decreased to almost
Bottles of Retrovir, a drug responsible for
$4,000 per year. This year could see
this price drop to SlOS a year per keeping many AIDs patients alive when
taken with a cocktail of other drugs
person, a huge decrease. The drug
was one of GfaxoSmithK line's
chief assets, bringing in over S4 billion dol- patent marks the exemption of AZT from
lars since 1987. The company does not the protection of TRIPS. It will provide
expect revenue to decrease because of other relief and sho.uld prove an irnportant step
in controlling the AIDs epidemic in areas
AIDs drugs still under patents.
The effect of this patent expira- oflndia, Mrica and China.
However, this expiration may not
tion will be widespread. In addition to the
be
as
helpful
as it sounds in providing
US, developing countries will also be able
cheap
AIDs
drugs
to those with little
to begin producing generic versions of
money.
This
is
because
the treatrnent of
AZT as soon as July. The FDA has already
AIDs
drugs
requires
what
is called cocktail
potentially accepted an application from a
treatment.
This
means
that
many drugs are
drugmaker in India to begin production of
taken
in
combination
to
combat
the virus.
the drug. Hopefully, other applications are
Retrovir
is
only
one
of
the
necessary
drugs
not far behind. Before the expiration of
needed
to
provide
a
strong
resistance
to
the
this patent,.developing countries were very
degenerative
disease.
So,
even
though
it
is
restricted in mak.ing generic versions of
becorning drastically cheaper, other key
d.rugs lilce Combivi,r and Trizivir are still
under patent law which protects their
prices ahd consequently Iimits their availability to the public.
Also, it will take a lot more than
one patent expiration to ·help the millions
of people affected worldwide. The UN
estimates that by 2025, 89 rnillion people
will be affected. Six million -people are in
need of HIV treatment in the world right
now. The World Health Organization
(WHO) and UNAIDS have proposed a
plan that would treat only halfthat nurober by the end of2D05. By the end of2004
they had only managed the treatrnent of
720,000, leaving more than two thirds of
the way to go in just a year. They noted this
AIDs drugs and other patenred drugs. as an achievement and a step towards sucUnder the TRIPS agreement (a multilater- cess. The plan includes nothing about
al agreement that protects patents and modif}ring patenring laws or having any
other property rights), countries in need discussions with pharmaceutical compacan impose compulsory licensing in nies whatsoever.
The fight against AIDs is long
national emergencies, the definition of
and
the
end
is nowhere in sight, but this
which is deliberately not set out. Many
countries resist doing this because it would does not undermine the significance of this
mean declaring a state of emergency, event. Though there is endless room for
which many countries believe would com- reform in the current attack on AIDs,
promise their international power and every nickel saved helps. So even though
influence. It also is a long and tedious AZT is only one drug, its eheaper price
process to put together compulsory licens- will help to bring treatrnent to more peoes, tak.ing up a Iot of time and providing a ple worldwide.

ltV.hen it was Brst
released on the market,
a year's supp/y [of
R etrovir] was roughly
$10,000 per
person ... This year
could see this price
drop to $105 a year
per person.
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New ·Lead in the 2004 Robbe.ry of Munch's Masterpieces
BY REBECCA GIUSTI
On September 22, Norwegian police detained a woman
suspected of ties to the 2004 robbery of Edvllid Munch's
painting Tbe Scream. It is believed that the woman is an
accomplice to the robbers who stole Munch's 1893 work
in broad daylight from the Munch Museum in Oslo last
August. A lawyer involved in
the case stated that the
woman, who was described
only as being in her mid-40s,
was arrested at her home last
Thursday on account of
charges of handling stolen
goods. She was in possession
ofbank notes that were stolen
during a bank robbery in the
Norwegian
town
of
Stavenger last April. "We do
not believe she took part in
the robbery itself," a police
lawyer stated. lnvestigators
indicated that they believe
the gang that took part in the
bank robbery in Stavenger is
the same group responsible
for the theft of The Scream
and another Munch painiing,
Madonna.
Earlier last week,
thirteen men went on trial for
charges relating to the bank
robbery in Stavenger. All of
them deny any involvement
in the robbery of the Munch
Munch's Madonna
paintings. Six other men
have been charged with the theft of the paintings, and
three more are being held in custody. No one has gone to
trial yet for charges directly relating to the theft of the
paintings. Police say that they believe another 10 to 15
people in Norway's underground criminal ring are
involved with the robbery. Both paintings, which are valued together at approximately S100 million, arestill miss-

ing. The Norwegian government has offered a two million Kroner (about $309,000) reward for information
leading to their recovery.
In recent years, art theft has become the most
profitable form of criminal activity after drugs and arms
trafficking. Yet there. are limited possibilities for those in
possession of stolen works of art. Due to the f~ct that art
thefts are highly publicized, and the works that are stolen
·

ity Mr. Jouanny suggests is simply that the person who
steals the art likes it enough to keep it for hirnself
Norway's police have· almost certainly determined that an organized crime ring is behind the theft of
Munch's paintings, rather than independent low-level
criminals or individuals who are just interested in the artwork itself. The global art market is quite attractive to
gangs, and stolen iteros can be moved throughout the
world relatively undetected
through a network of gangs
_and other criminal groups.
"We know that criminals
steal art and antiques to
raise fu'nds for other crime,"
a spokesman for Britain's
National
Criminal
lntelligence Service said.
"And if cash is not forthcoming, gangs have been
known to use paintings in
deals for weapons or
drugs."
Sometimes, however,
art thieves grow tired of
holding such a recognizable
stolen good and decide to
return the work. Recently, a
Cezanne painting valued at
approximately $60 million
was recovered after being
held by thieves in a bank
vault for more than twenty
years. Apparently the)"had
come to the conclusion that
they no Ionger wanted to
deal
with the risk of owning
seems tobe relaxed about being stolen, butThe Scream is fi-eaking out
the painting.
John
are generally widely recognizable, the art cannot be sold Radcliffe, chairman of the ArtLoss Register, which tracks
on i:he legal market. And while the black market always and recover:s stolen works of art, explains, "The recovery
provides an opportunity for thieves to sell the artwork, it rate for really good picrures is in excess of 20% - but you
is much more common for them to hold 'tbe artworks for may have to wait 30 years." No doubt officials at the
ransom. According to John-Pierre Jouanny, an e:xPert in Munch Museum are hoping for a faster recovery than that
lnterpol's stolen art department, "I have been working in with the encouraging apprehension of several suspects
this field for 25 yeus now and .uyoftea we.ba"Ve ~ ~-·
träf ·a,..;e-t;._il....-rr- ~"{'~.....,...~ _..
~· --.·a.- ..
for money to exchange the painting." The other possibil-

New Report Sheds Light on .Possible Link B·etween
Hurricanes and Global Warming
BY BANNAH SHEEHAN
Global warming is real. lt's here, it's happening and it
won't be ignored. And now that we've got that out of the
way, we can move on to the genuinely controversial stuff.
A new study by Massachusetts Institute of
Technology climatologist Kerry Emanuel may be an
important step toward connecting the dots in the lang~
disputed link between global warming and a sigQ.ificant
increase in the intensity and duration of hurricanes ·and
typhoons.
According to a BBC News article by Richard
Black, "A key factor in the formation of a tropical cyclonea low--pressure region that can turn into a hurricane--is
seas surface temperature, which has to be above about 27
degrees Celsius. So anything which changes the sea surface temperature in the right parts of the world could theoretically affect hurricane formation."
"The total energy dissipated by hurricanes turns
out to be weil correlated with tropical sea surface temperatures," explained Emanuel. "The !arge upswing in the
past decade is unprecedented and probably reflects the
effects of global warming."

By analyzing storm measurement records dating back to the
1950s, Emanuel deduced that the
Earth's increasing sea surface temperatures cause accelerated wind speeds
and heightened precipitation Ievels,
resulting in tropical storms of twice
the intensity of those which occurred
30 years ago.
Emanuel's study, as weil as
two recent hurricanes of momentaus
proportions, have helped draw attention to a subject that few previously
took seriously. But some scientists
still question his flndings .
"It could be that this added
some fuel to the fi.res to help make
Katrina so big and intense. But there
are so many other variables to consid·
Sate1i te 1mage
er," said Heidi Cullen, climatechange reporter for the Weather Channel. "You have to
ask, for instance, whether global warming will increase
wind shear, which could in turn choke off storm formation. Before concluding that global warming is going to
give way to an era of super-hurricanes, you have to ask,

how is this going to affect all the
ingredients that go into hurricane
formation, not just sea temperature."
"We're a bit surer of the
connection betwe.en global warming and heat waves than between
global warming and, say, Katrina,"
she added.
Also, much of the data used in
Emanuel's research is, to a certain
extent, unreliable, as storm measurements taken prior to 35 years
ago precede satellite technology,
which undermines their accuracy.
Nevertheless, much of the scientific community is taking notice
of the study due in part to the need
EH .
Ri
for serious consideration of the
o urrJcane ta subject. Emanuel may not have all
of the right answers, but he is actively seeking them out.
Such primary information is desperately needed in order
for the proper preventative measures to be taken.

Come experience some catharsis .... Russian style

This and Every Wednesday

Maxi.m Gorki's
The Lower Depths
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Saturday 7pm
Sunday 2pm and 7pm
Monday 7pm
For tickets call 845 758 7900
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Sigur R6s
BY TED

The Weakest
Rodent

Q UINLAN

leeland is a country whose Iandscape is punctuated by the
ßy HENRY CASEY deep blues of ancient glaciers and the inviting steam of
natural springs warmed by geothermal heat. It is also
Mighty Mouse, Apple Computer's recently released mouse,
scarred by molten lava from active volcanoes. This is a
is the physical manifestation of every rnistake Apple has
country that has given us smoked fish and Björk. With
made since their inception.
their newest album, Tak.k . . . , Sigur R6s has melted leeland
down to its aural essence: a vast dynarnic soundscape·
which takes the listener from the fjord covered shores to
the peaks' majestic glaciers.
Takk ... starts off with a short introductory song
of the same name. It is simple, slow, and Iets the listener
become comfortable with the sort of feeling Sigur R6s is whimpers. This is just one of the many surprises that hold
trying to create. Mter that, the album follows the famil- your attention.
Speaking oflead singer,J6n Birgisson, his vocals .,
iar pattern of songs, which start slow but inevitably build
to a grand climax. The beauty of Sigur R6s is that this on the album cause me much grief. On one hand, tbey are
never gets old. The shift from string and pianoladen song beautifully executed; his voice acts like another instrubeginnings to distortion heavy sustained guitar and ment full of emotion and vibrant range. On the other
weighty drumming never seems abrupt or unwarranted. hand, they never really do much beyond just being anothEven though many of the songs reach points of orches- er instrument. His singing follows the same building
trated noise, the overall feeling of the album is never lost. momentum of the instrumentation, which sometimes
The entire album has a chilled, frigid aspect to it, even makes you wish that they were more pronounced. There
when it reaches the most exciting rock and roll moments, were a few occasions where I wanted Birgisson to Iead the
such as in the song "Sregl6pur. "This is a great example of music instead of be buried in it.
With minor gripes aside, Takk ... succeeds in
what makes Sigur R6s unique, and not just some weird
Icelandic post-rock band with a singer who frequently being a solid example of why the Sigur R6s formula
pushes the boundaries of falsetto. Sigur R6s is a band that works. They have managed to stay fresh with a style
which others often wear thin relatively quickly. Also,
can create coherent, expansive, yet accessible music.
There are a few songs on the album that stray according to Sigur R6s's website, the band's bassist,
from this formula. However, these songs are weil placed Georg Holm, is nicknamed "White Fang" because he can
and allow the listener a nice reprieve from the barrage of catch trout with his teeth. Even though that has no bearIcelandic rocking that· flows so freely. The eight minute ing on the actual music, I thought it was important to
apple.com
plus song "Se Lest," begins much like a normal Sigur R6s mention since it seems uniquely Icelandic, much like
For the Iongest time, one of the big differences
song, but takes a dramatic turn when oompa band horns Sigur R6s itself.
a Mac computer and a Windows computer was
between
emerge from soft beils and the Iead singer's falsetto
the fact that the Windows computers came with a twobutton mouse, while Apple computers came with a one
button mouse. Since Windows machines were everywhere
and other super powers as weil as terrorist organizations
during the startup of the home computer boom, nobody
who use their weapons against America. The f.tlm also
looking for a home computer wanted to buy a very expenexamines his relationship with his parents, his super
sive ~achine that wouldn't let you right click.
model wife (Bridget M oynahan), an FBI Agent (Ethan
Apple fanatics and users alike have been stereoHawke), and an Mrican war Iord (Eamonn W alker).
typed as a mass of pretentious douchebags who pride
What is most shocking about Lord oJWar isthat
themselves on 'being a minority in the world of computer
at no time is sympathy feit for the f.tlm's protagonist. Yuri
They "Think Different," and damn you if you want
users.
BY ToM HausEMAN
Orlov is dearly a bad person who uses the loopholes of
them to use a two button mouse. The premise is such: Steve
the law not only to avoid getting arrested but to comfort
Jobs, Apple's C .E.O ., kept saying they didn't need the two
Warning: Lord oJ War is not an action movie. If anyone his own mora:ls. The truly ·sympathetic characters are
button mouse, so the fans copied and pasted Jobs' opinion
thinks that Niebolas Cage has made another generic Orlov's wife, to whom he lies constantly, and FBI agent
Republicans going through their morning talking
like
action flick a Ia Gon Air, they are rnistaken. This State- Jack Valentine, who is on Orlov's trail yet refuses to abuse
When Jobs finally gave in and decided that Apple
points.
ment will be repeated for everyone: Lord oJ War is NOT the law even when he knows the result would be the
should make a two-button mouse, the people rejoiced. But
an action movie.
imprisonment of one of the most dangerous men in the
their applause didn't last long once they found out that Jobs
Instead, what Andrew Niccol (The Truman world. Despite the fact that Orlov garners no sympathy
thought it right to make the two button mouse look as
Show) and Niebolas Cage offer is a fascinating and pow- from the audience, he is a fascinating character and each
much like a one button mouse as possible. He does, after
erful study of arms dealing in the world. At tim es it seems step he takes draws the audience deeper into his world.
all, Brainwash Differently. Of course, the ivory white aeslike a documentary about the history of arms dealing, and While Lord oJ War won't have you on the edge of your
thetic of the Mighty Mouse matches so many other Apple
at others like a biography of one man's life as an arms seat, it will have you desperately wanting more each step
products, so Apple fans thought, "pretty,"when they should
dealer (although Yuri Orlov is fictional). However, the ofthe way.
have thought, "pretty disappointing."
f.tlm always rings of tru th and serves as a powerful indictAll of the actors give excellent performances.
This mouse rnight have been made with Murphy's
ment of war and everyone involved in war, even if they Niebolas Cage is at his most suave and smooth as he
Law in rnind, because everything on it went wrong. It starts
aren't firing the bullets.
slides out of trouble time after time. J ared Leto gives his
right at the gate, with the "s.econd button." Unlike regular
The f.tlm foilows the life of Yuri Orlov (Cage) best performance to date as Orlov's brother, who battles
mice sold by other companies, the existence of the second
from his first sale of an Uzi, to his budding career as an drug addiction and the morality of what he and his brothbutton is not obvious to the naked eye. There are digital
arms dealer with his brother Vitaly (Jared Leto) and er are doing; this is a performance worthy of at least an
sensors under the seamless, white shell of the mouse that
finally the realization of his dream as the most powerful Oscar nornination. Bridget Moynahan is surprisingly
"understand" where you click on the mouse. Apple daims
arms dealer in the world. Throughout the film he explains good considering her dreadful performance in I, Robot,
that if you click on the right side of the mouse, the mouse
that he does not discriminate, selling weapons to America and Ethan Hawke gives his best performance since
will interpret that as a right dick. Mter repeated tests, I can
Training Day, giving
honestly say that they're about half-full of shit. If you want
depth to an already fascito right click you can't have any of your fmgers even touch' nating character.
ing the left side of the mouse. Even if a finger is just_restLord oJ War is not an
ing on the left side when you try and right click, the damn
action movie, that much is
thing thinks you're left clicking. You shouidn't have to lift
dear. In fact, it is a superb
your left finger if you want to right dick, that's about as
@'"'"""
film that dives deep into
logical as Tom Delay's diagnosis ofTerri Schiavo. So what
the underworld of gun
was supposed to make it unique and innovative is flawed at
running and rises to the
the root, but that's just the beginning.
surface with the grand
Next is the idea of having sensors on the sides of
prize: a f.tlm that teils the
the .mouse: grey half ovals, positioned on the left or right
truth. The fact that it
side of the mouse. Apple says you are supposed to "force~pplies to America's cursense" the sides of the mouse to activate their function. The
rent situation in lraq as
big problern is that the button barely gives the user a tactile
weil as it does is an added
response when pushed in. There's a tiny little speaker inside
bonus, but Lord oJ War
the mouse that gives a clicking noise when you use the butstands on its own without
tons, but I repeat: you get zero tactile response. You should
America. Lord oJ War is
feel a button click, you shouldn't have to turn off you music
one of the most powerful
and ask your roommate to be quiet so you hear the damn
fllm.s of the year.

I.

Lord ofWar is
Armed and Loaded

Continued on tJa(Te 10
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CMJ atThe
Bowery Ballroom
BY GRACE CONVERSE
For the past 25 years CMJ has taken over New York City
for a multi-day "musie marathon." Every venue in the city
is filled from afternoon till evening with films on musie,
panels, parties, and, of eourse, eoneerts. This year, as part of
the CMJ festival, Fruit Bats, Kinksi, Rogue Wave, Wolf
Parade and Constantines played at Bowery Ballroom. The
show was a Sub Pop event, so it was not really a surprise
that one of the most influential reeord Iabels in recent history eould put tagether a good show. Each band played a
solid set and, while it is diffieult to eompare eaeh band,
Kinski, Wolf Parade and Constantines played slightly
more captivating sets, perhaps due to the nature of their
musie.
Fruit Bats, the Chieago originated, Seattle based,
experimental folk-pop group anchored by singer/songwriter Eric Johnson played a seleetion of calm poignantly
versed songs. Their sound is reminiseent of more popular
bands such as Wileo and The Shins. But they maintain
their uniqueness with lyries such as "If I broke my jaw for
you I I'd find the bloody tooth and rip it out/ Throw it in the
water w here it'd jloat I Until the river Iet it out I Out across
the jlood plain I It'd jloat unti/ it reached the open sea I
Underneath the sand and silt I And in between the smooth
stones and seaweed. »While at times the lyrics are grotesque,
they enable the listener to understand the romantie without triteness. Despite the quality of the songs and the
singer's ability to hold the audienee, the live "show" was
nothing extraordinary.
Kinski, on the other hand, was if not extraordi-

nary at least extremely interesting to hear and witness. At
times the set was a little bit hard to handle and I toyed
with the idea of sitting in the lounge downstairs to just
hear the musie, but they spiked my interest. Kinksi also
hails from Seattle and has been playing loud instrumental
rock since 1998. I was not sure that I would enjoy their set
completely since a band I liken them to, Pelican, left
something to be desired in their live show. However,
Kinksi did not disappoint and the variety in their repertoire prevented the onset of instrumental rock monotony.
Certain songs contained bits that sounded eleetronie
where others eontained aspects that were purely noise.
Each song was anchored by a heavy instrumental melody
consisting mostly of chord progressions and the oceasional flute bit. There were a few moments of ineongruous
bowed bass, but for the most P.art the set flowed smoothly and was altogerher captivating.
Rogue Wave seemed slightly dull and uninspired,
partieularly when eompared to Kinski's set. At times I
thought I would be better off just listening to the album.
Seeing them live seemed to take away slightly from the
playful ambianee of their music - putting a maseuline face
to childish indie rock can be diseoncerting. The only interesring thing about the Rogue Wave set was the fact that
they swapped instruments after each song. I have seen
bands whose bass player and guitarist switch roles, or the
keyboardist doubles as a tambourine player, but this communal instrumentation is a rarity. It was slightly surprising
when the keyboardist walked behind the drum set, the
drummer to the bass and the bassist to the keyboard. For
a while I thought that the singer was not a participant in
this swapping, but towards the end of the set he too joined
the ranks. The setwas not a totallass since Rogue Wave's
performanee was, if nothing else, pleasing to the ears.
Montreal natives Wolf Parade seemed to draw
the majority of the crowd as people were continually
chanring for the~ throughout the Fruit Bats, Kinski, and
Rogue Wave sets. I was utterly blown away by the fact that

Omer Is One
Concert Away From
Losing His Hearing
BY0MER SHAH

I have fooled a numbe~ of my friends into thinking I know
my way around New York. But basieally, I know my way
around the plaees I care about in New York: the Bowery
Ballroom, Thai food near Union Square, my sister's dorm
room, and, weil that's about it. Consequently, upon my
most recent trip to NY, to see Areade Fire for the third
time, I was a little frazzled by the notion of having to go
uptown to see them play at the Central Park
Summerstage. Due to minor transportation drama and it
being an early show, my friend Annie and I arrived at
Centtal Park just moments before Areade Fue took stage
at 8:50. I guess the whole point of this show was, "Holy
Shit, Areade Fue are so fucking big! Remember last year
at CMJ when they played the hole-in-the-wall Mercury?"
That was the show that caused them to blow up, and now
we're all absorbing the radiation. Everyone and their
mother was at Centtal Park to see Areade Fire and stand
around all weekend for CMJ shows ealling other bands
the "Next Areade Fue." I'm aetually thinking it should be
a realityTV show, hosted byTyra Banks.
The group started their set in a big way. They
opened with Neighborhoods #1 and #2, and the audienee
was really into it from where I was standing. Everyone was
singing loudly, there was some daneing, and the freak
standing next to me closed his eyes the whole time and
randomly screamed. At some point during the set the
group played a stretch of songs from their first EP, No. Cars
Go, "Vampire/Forest Fue" and "I'm Sleeping in a
Submarine." They lost a good amount of the crowd's
attention on these numbers, not that they performed
poorly, it's just that everyone wants Funeral. They also
played "In the Backseat" mid-set, whieh I thought was
awkward. Anyways, before launehing into "Power Out"
and "Rebellion" Win said goodnight to the "unusually
quiet crowd" or something like that.
I was pretty exeited about the eneore, because
word had gotten out that there would be a "surprise guest"
and it was pretty obvious that it would be David Bowie
since David Byrne played with them last time they were in
New York and the two are famous for their Areade Fue
support. Anyways, the group returned and said "This is a

.

'~=~·..

~::

David Bowie" song, launehing into "Queen Bitch." Out
eame Mr. Bowie dressed in a white suit and a funny white
hat, looking a bit Colonel Sanders if you ask me. It was
_ really amazing, everyone was freaking out, I have never see
more cell phone cameras in action in my life. After
"Qyeen Bitch" they played Funeral's "Wake Up." Hearing
Bowie sing the opening lines, "Something filled up my
heart with nothing" sent fucking chills down my spine.
The lights went on, everyone was sweaty, the sixteen year
olds to our left were in a group hug, the girl in the Joy
Division shirt was crying, but the night was not over for
me, for I had a date downtown with Regina Spektor.
I will try to keep this briefbeeause I realize I just
wrote about her last issue. However, this show knoeked me
on the floor. If you ask me, Regina Spektor is the next
Areade Fire; she killed it at lrving Plaza. She played some
Soviet Kitsch songs I didn't see last time, two Leonard
Cohen eovers, one of which was "Hallelujah," a song
whieh I think is eovered way too often, most notably by
Jeff Buckley, but l'm sorry Jeff, I don't- eare that you
drowned, Regina totally stole that song which you stole
from L. Cohen. Anyways, the show was really fantastic,
and Regina seemed particularly shoeked by all the Iove she
was getting from the sold-out CMJ show.
Friday evening I had tiekets for the Saddle Creek
showease because word · on the street was Cursive were
going to be "special guests," but thanks to the interner no
one is a special or secret guest. We went late, because I
really ean't starnach six hours of Saddle-Creek bands. We
arrived during Maria Taylor of Azure Ray's set, who was
joined by Connie Oberst whom she's apparently dating,
and silly me thought he was still with Wynona Ryder.
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they were able to play such a rousing set whlle so
That seems to say something about the quality of the
band. Their songs chaos to make it interesting but at the
same time the guitar and keyboard melodies eame through
clearly. This clarity supported the Ionging and altogct.hcr
enthralling vocals. They played a nurober of songs from
their new album Apologies to the Queen Mary.
As for the Ontario rock n rollers the
Constantines, they played a good mix of songs from their
earlier albums as weil as a significant nurober of songs
from their new album. Always solid in coneert, they
moved effortlessly through their set. Eaeh song enthused
the erowd to claps and chorus ehants. The raspy voice of
singer Bryan Webb seems to eommunicate. an urgency in
eaeh song, even more so in quiet tunes such as "Soon
Enough" off their new album Tournament ofHearts.
The show was definitely one of the best I have
been to in a while, despite the faet that it was rather long
:l,Dd I subsequently had tired legs.

Post-Maria Taylor was Criteria, who
were boring. Then, Orinda Fink of
Azure Ray, who did a really stunning
eover of "Do You Realize" by the
Flarning Lips. It was about 1 am when
caane . out, aad. .tbey~ p1ayed a
really great set. However, again the New
York audienee disappoints me. I was
hoping for more of a rowdy show than
Cursive shows really are. I guess I was
really tired and the show kind of
bummed me out, and I wished I was at
the Knitting Faetory seeing The Gossip
instead of flirting with my emo past.
As for Saturday, my plans got a bit
goof)r; I was planning on seeing Metric
and The
(International)
Noise
Conspiraey for free, but alas it turned
out that show was 21 and over. So I
bailed on New York and headed to
Massachusetts to see We Are Wolves, The Oetopus
Project, and my Friday night unrequited love, The Gossip.
We Are Wolves were really good rock-and-roll-drummachine type deal from Canada with a hot indie rock Hal
Sparks look-alike Iead singer. The Oetopus Projeet played
a really stunning set, and the audience was really into
them. I'm rarely into instrumental opening acts, but they
were great-fun. The Gossip were on stage by midnight and
they tore through a really short set. I was hoping for some
traeks off of the Arkansas Heat EP; however I was happy
to hear Movement traeks, and the new songs were totally
amazing. They definitely deserve a lot more attention than
they are getting.
Sunday night drew me back in the city for Le
Tigre, whom I don't really feel like I ean eomment adequately on beeause I've seen them close to ten times. A
female-led Devo coverband ealled Deva opened the show.
They were funny and weird. I guess it would be funnier if
I knew Devo outside of"Whip-It."Then Enon played and
they were really fantastic. I've seen them twice and I Iove
their live show, but I ean't get into them on CD whatsoever. Anyways, the Le Tigre show was recorded for DVD
release, which is pretty exeiting. The group is pretty mueh
wrapping things up for a while or forever; JD has a new
band, The New England Roses, who play New York's
Cake Shop in late Oetober, and Kathleen is working on
getting back to Julie Ruin material. I was working on getting an interview with them, but that feil through.
Bummer. In total, CMJ was exhausting and wonderful. I
guess I made a bad deeision or two, mainly missing The
Gossip in New York. The moral of the story is: never
indulge your emo past. It is your emo past for a reason.
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Peti tion Reg ardi ng Stud ents

Doing Wh at You Can
A MESSAGE F'ROM
- THE STUDENTS FoRA NEw SociAL SPACE

Social Space
We, as members of the student association of Bard College, hereby commit this petition to represent our most pressing point of interest
regarding the future construction of this institution. This represents our
official and unanimo us objection tq the lack of a student social space. We
submit our signatures to this cause on the beliefth at this lack serves to
repress our most basic social interests and deny a substantial portion of our . I
fellow members of their basic social rights with regards to their housing
environment. Our participation in this objection is also meant to signify
our personal comrnit ment, in whatever form is deemed applicable, necessary and realistic, to the assistance of obtainin g and construc ting a social
space. Let it be therefore known, that we deem this a real and substantial
priority for the expansion of the college and the future of the student body.

The tear-out petitioo to the left of this message is for you to sign and cam12us mall
to Tanner Vea. That is, unless you have already signed the petition, wbich was signed
at two seperate tables outside ofBudge t Forum, and will.be in Kline this week.
Along with your signarure we ask that, if you want to, you submit a personal statement about why you believe a new Social Space should be consrructed. He.re are
some ideas to help you write your Statements.

• Do not centet you.r argument around partying or the use of akobol. •&
you probably know~ the debaucherous connotations of the Old Gym cannot belp us
here, and neither the administtation or the Board ofTrust:eeS is interested in providing another student space that will be tte~ted in a way simiW to the way srudents
···
often treated theOld Gym.
thaf an autonomous student space would
inipact
• Ins~, ernphasize the
think it i& neceseary.. Other coUeges
yw
~ on our community. Explain why
tion do not baw an ·autonomous .
ad~stra
the
by
conli.dered comparab1e to Bard
makes Bard unique? You might
What
.
dis<:ussing
are
we
student space of the sort
living and the wayyou envision ~
cam~
of
nature
d
· want to talk about the fragmente
in sp1te of this divide.
tytoge~er
corp.muni
a new ~pace bringing peq>le.from, our
as it Stands now
sima1io,n
space
,
~al
tJle
in'
you
00
• W~t pr~lems
.

see

'ait.a~a~=,~•:ti;;'

X

• Try to-be spedfic, because specifldty makes you saundllkeyou know.wtt.t "
you're talking ah9ut. Speciflcity makes your statcmen t into. evideo~ whiq is
.
;
' imponan t wherl you are tr}>ing to ugue a point.
.. -·- ~ .....
~"' •'•' ;:~~- .. .• 8':··; ·:;.·

Thank you for your time.

·-----------------------------------Love 'Ern
And Leave 'Ern
BY CHARLEY LANNIN G
What is there to do with a typical weekend of Bard-supplied
rousic? Practically anything. One can take to the limits, to the
sky, to the brink of existence itself. Whether jaded intellecrual, or an overzealous type A Bard nerd, a trip through the fantastical realm of the rousical weekend can be quite a spectacle.
Dufus pedal-rock eroo could be found within yards of
a one-roan trash can band who sings about the new roath of
the nurober one and his own farcical new age creationisro tale.
Of course he ejaculated all that brilliance in the only venue you
can find such high-quality genre-benders - the Down The
Road Cafe. lndulge in soroe of Chartwells' finest breaded rat,
get visions oflife's beginning froro the dude with recycling bins
attached to his legs and a Jessica Siropson headset roike, and
then join the kids going "Dude, the trashcan guy is like, so
totally gay" on their joumey to the rouch roore roasculine, dignifi.ed 'sounds of Hundred Year Storro over in the MPR.
They're\ so totally not eroo, I swear.
I guess the fact HYS was billed as "Texan Space
Rock" sh~uld have dererred roe from the start, but more obvious should have been the fact that "Texan Space Rock" is code
for: "Coro~ all disguised self-loathing• tear-drop rockers, the
pedals and distortion we use will roake your attendance to our
show acceptable to your hardcore buddies. Just bring a lyric
sheet; no one would ever take us seriously if the first-timers
and casuals could hear what I'11 :;aying. Look how our second
guitarist is putting an awfullo- c fbody movement into playing
those tricked-out super-solos he's really feeling it, man. All of
our eyes are closed. We're e• e11 crying on the inside- can you
relate?"
Well, maybe that' r wre what they're saying in the live
context, though the kids vr.re definitely feeling it, whatever it
was. That crazy wall c i sound even caused soroe poor guy
checking the spectacle .)lltside to involuntarily vomit all over
the place. See, the Ml.'R is just as hardass as Smog -- it's got
projectile music, tool
T hough S· aog was hosting its usual blend of gut.
bustin~, face-melt i .g, soul-shattering aroazingness, it's jusr·not
ther yet without llc top-billers. EVERY Bard venue NEEDS
rr _ycling bins. Who knows how roany drum circles would
~prout? Spontaneaus glory, such as what occurred in the comrounity garden Sarurday night, would much roore be the order
ofthe day.

That is, even if you were one of the eleven or so folks
who caught Brooklyn hip-hop collective The Dugout at the
Kline party of all Kline parties, you roight have missed the collective's truly great performance that night - in the garden,
unannounced. A group of free-wheeling acoustic guitarists, a
mandolin player, and a flask-toting harmonica player met their
match when The Dugout, looking to blunt-out and prep before
the show, started freestyling over the ill string section. Lines
like "rise again like Coltrane" and strings and blings arose from
nowhere, as the string band rocked out, channeling Pac, Garcia,
and Coltrane, indeed. Soroething beautiful was happening for
sure, and as The Dugout peaced and the crowd thickened at
the comrounist garden, the blues boiled over like it only does
when the hand of God is near.
A copious nurober of unnamed Caucasian freshmen taking a break froro the arduous work of diversity were
many
to . three outstanding performances by the
witness
then
were
First was.an enchanting, lifting instrulers.
free-whee
of
group
mental featuring dueling guitars and long, rollicking mandolin
lines. Next was an eight-min ute, down- home blues performance with indecipherable subject matter. As the harmonica
raged on to the point of passionate and effective belligerence,
the rhythm guitarist and mandolin player burst into call-andresponse explosion s of gutrural tribal tongues. The applause
and reverence among the bystanders spoke fo r itself, displaying
something of a beautiful marriage between the garden atmosphere and the hillbilly ensemble. The night, and weekend,
however, wasn't complete without a journey back in time with
a solid, succinct cover of"Friend OfThe D evil." Culture clash
and new age emotional bile projection culminated and left
campus speechless and thoughtless. As usual, it is what it is
here in the land of the setting sun. In a take-or-leave-it fashion, the music force and spirit crept away, leaving only the
shifty Bardian conscience to decide what it was it had experienced that weekend.
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pidest thing I've heard in a 1ong time.
Another area that Apple never explored
in their mice was the idea of a scroll wheel,
soroething now standard on mice. So when they
decided to "Think Different " about the scroll
whec;.l, what they came up with is a little nubbin
called the Scroll Ball. lt's centered right between
the left and right click sensors so it adds to tbe
aesthetic of the roouse, making it a little more
welcoming if you're trying to fi.gure out what the
Mighty Mouse calls left and what it calls right.
The beneßt of there being a ball instead of a
wheel is that you can scroll sideways, helpful for
large picture editing and other circumstances
where the horizontal axis of the window in question isn't long enough to hold the contents in
question. The crucial flaw of the scroll ball,
though, is that it is not roade to work with third
party software. Using the scroll ball while in
AOL Instant Messenger causes the program to
crash. Using the scroll ball to scroll horizontally
causes the Mozilla Firefox browser to go apeshit
and it thinks you're telling it to go "Backwards"
and "Forwards" instead of "left" and "right."
There's a fix to tbis problem, easily found on the
net by Googling "firefox mighty mouse fix. "
Unfortunately, the fix, found in the first search
result, reverses the horizonatal scroll function .
Thus, left is right, right is left, and the Mighty
Mouse is even less useful. So if you plan on getting a Mighty Mouse, you better consider how
importao t it is to use Firefox rather than Safari,
and AOL IM rather than iChat AV.
The only butt.on that acrually works the
way it's supposed to doesn't even Iook like a button to the naked eye. The Scroll Ball I just ranted about in the above paragraph is the roost
responsive button on the roouse. Instead of
scrolling it, you can tap it, and if you're using
Mac OS X 10.4 (T iger), the dashboard roenu
pops up. Simple, if only the rest of the mouse
worked as weil as the ball that takes up about
one one-hund redth of the space on the mouse.
In conclusion, don't buy the Mighty Mouse.
Even if you're drinking SteveJobs' Kool-Aid, it's
not worth it.
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Burnout Revenge:
Crashing Good!
BY SCOTI ]ON SIEGEL
I am a primitive form of myself wben playing Burnout
R evenge. Years of formal education and civility are sweated off as I crash expensive-looking autos into compacts
and station wagons at speeds thrice the legal limit.
Nothing feels better than ramming some sporty little
coupe in banana-yellow off the road and watehing it
smash headflrst into a concrete pillar that l've only missed
by a matter of inches. They're going to take away my
license for enjoying this game. It's probably for the best.
Revenge is the fourth title in Criterion's Burnout
series, and arguably the greatest so far. The Burnout
games have always been known for realistic crash physics,
which at flrst were weakly implemented in a less-thanstellar arcade racer. By the threequel, however, Criterion
knew what their fans wanted, and crashing became integral in every mode. In making Revenge, the Burnout team
took everything that made Burnout 3 a winner, and then
cranked it up to eleven.
Visually, Revenge is only inches below Forza and
Gran Turismo, while being viciously faster than both. Cars
and en~onments feature a grittier Iook. than previous

Burnout titles, which helps add to the realism. •
Nothing, however, is more beautiful than the
crashes. With crash time, you'll watch your car
in slow motion as it smashes into an oncoming
semi, or side-swipes an unsuspecting SUV windows shatter; engines explode; hoods fly
off. In races and time trials, a single crash can
make the difference between getting a gold
and not even ranking, but for those ten or
twenty seconds while you watch your car
crumble, you really won't care.
Burnout hosts a variety of gameplay
modes, almost all of wbich are vastly entertain- . ...... :
,.
ing. Standard races are just what you'd expect: :~.:.~~":~...: .... ~-· ·.1·
race against five opponents in a battle for first ~~ '"" ~~'):\~·'' /
place. In typical Burnout style, however, you'll
\<
•
X:t.. ttstidtsgo.ntl
often move up in the ranks by battling with
your enemies, and causing them to - as Speed
the skill-factor of others, but can be irnmensely fun in its
Racer would say- "crash up." Road Rage challenges play- pure destructiveness.
ers to destroy as many opponents as they can under a cerRevenge's sbining mode, however, is Crash, where
tain time limit. Rival cars feature deceptively intelligent you're challenged to create the biggest crashes possible.
AI, and are aiming for you just as much as you're aiming Your destruction is measured in the total amount of monetary darnage inilicted, with each vebicle expressing its
for them.
A new feature included in all modes is the abili- approximate cost of repairs. Great crashes cause an unseen
ty to 'check' traffic. By ramming into appropriately-sized crowd to hurrah and applaud your efforts, and a significant
vehicles headed in the same direction, you'll force them amount of darnage will allow you to detonate your vebicle,
into crashes, possibly taking out rivals in the. process. A sending it flying into the air and wreaking even more
new mode called Traffic Attack was designed_ to take havoc.
Burnout Revenge is available for the Xbox and
advantage of this feature, challenging you to destroy as
PS2.
Pick
it up if destruction gets you off.
many helpless automobiles as possible. This mode Iacks

Webley Returns

The Craft:
Tasteful yet
Restrained

BY CHRlSTINE NIELSEN

·-..;::..

Jason Webley could very well go down in the
history books. He is, after all, the flrst accordion player in history to get whoie roomfuls
of people to fall in Iove with him and his
music . Webley is part pirate, part gypsy, part
musical hobo. Yet he's alSo just this guy. He
speaks easüy and intimately to bis audience
and encourages participation. His shows are
part concert, part performance art, and part
conversation. His music has strong Northern
European and Slavic influences, but the energy in bis loud songs is such that even punk
rock fans are not left behind. Likewise, his
softer, gravelly-voiced songs draw in a folksie
audience. Though bis music style is eclectic, it
is distinctly Jason Webley. Technically speaking, the lengthy, nostalgic, hyrnn-like piano
piece, "With," has little in common with the
raucous and frenzied accordion, growl, and
stomp of "Dance While the Sky Crashes
Down"-yet nobody familiar with Webley
could doubt that both songs sprung from the
same sideways genius. Webley's !arge and
ever-growing following at Bard welcomed
him back for ·bis fifth performance here on
September 14th.
Webley's concerts are cozy and casual, with strange moments of intensity and
evenly-distributed hilarity. His usual venue on
campus is Bard Hall. With the lights dim and
warm and students sitting packed in side-byside on the wood fl.oor, Webley sings, stomps,
teils the stories ofhis life, and generally entertains-all while doing what he can to con.nect
with his audience. Webley is a jack of all
trades: He weaves out tunes on his fl.ashy red
accordion; he plays his o~ guitar pieces and
compulsively picks out strains of odd covers;
he traces .slow sentiment on the piano; he
si ngs and he screams and occasionally he
croons; he bangs a vodka bottle ful1 of pennies
to complex, irnpeccable rhythms while rumbling out a creepy melody. Not to mention he
certainly plays on bis audience's heartstrings.
In between the piano pieces and constructed.
anecdotes of the second part of the concert,
Webley related some of the sadder points of
his recent history, including brief confessions
of romantic blunders. Webley seemed to find
welcome catharsis in the telling, though I
understand some stu.dents considered it a
contrived attempt to make every female in the
room want to take him home and fix him.
(And if that was his in ten_tion, I'm guessing he

BY MICHAEL RUBIN
was p.tetty suc~ful)

.

.

Havint been somowhat . inaperdy
scheduled for the same night as Budget
'Forum, Webley's concert was stiiprisingly
well-attended. To accommodate students who
wished to take part in both spectacles, Webley
broke his performance into two segments.
The first was comprised of many of his trademark accord,ion and fast guitar pieces, after
which Webley took a break and allowed for
the departure of as much of his audience as
wanted to leave. Some students left, but
enough newcomers arrived so that the room
seemed, if anything, fuller in the second half
than in the first.
After the break Webley took it down
a notch and sat down at the piano bench. He
took requests and charmed the room still wi th
the lullaby-like "Balloon, Feather, Boat,
Tomato." To achieve the beautiful yearning
effect of the orchestra in his album version of
"Coda," Webley broke the audience into segments and had each part sing out the notes to
a different instrument-strings, horns, drums,
and musical soup-eaters. Though a terrible
idea, the effect was wonderful. In between the
quiet songs Webley made sure that nobody
fell asleep by keeping everyone in stitches. He
told some incredibly ridiculous stories, shared
his analysis of the role of vegetables in crazy
people's music, and, most memorably, did an
unexpected rendition of"Hey Ya!" by Outkast
on accordion. By popular request, Webley
ended the evening by marehing us all up to
Budget Forum in a mob, belting out all
together a Bard favorite, "The D rinking
Song." It seems that Budget Forum h ad had
enough spectacle by that time, however, and
the Planning Committee immediately
demanded that Webley leave. Tragically,
almost immediately after that the
P.I.R.A.T.E.S were denied any addition to
their measly 150 dollars, making it doubtful
that Webley will bc back any time this semester. He'll come back eventually, though, and as
always we'll dance as the sky crashes down.

lt's difficult to place Blackalicious in

.the world of.hip-hop these days. Lead
vocalist Gift of Gab has always devoted many of bis lyrics to constantly
reminding the listener that he operates outside of the mainstream. His
message has been about what he's not,
and it has been hard to figure out what
he is about other than dropping ratedG rhyrnes.
On the other hand, who
cares about a message? When Gab
can inspire such nostalgia for first
grade phonics lessons as he did so
famously and alliteratively in Nia's "A
to G," it casts aside any need for an
effective artistic agenda. The fun of
Blackalicious is Gab's frenetic rhyrnes
that are at once agile-and yet seemingly annoyed that the overproduced beat
cannot keep up.
Unfortunately
on
Blackalicious's 2005 release The Craft,
many of the strengths of the group are
left behind. Instead of seeing Gab's
showmanship reach new heights, he
seems instead to be secondary to the
beat. That is not to say that the beats
are not strong; they are in fact some of
the smoothest and subtlest from the
group to date. But that's not why I listen to Blackalicious. I want to hear
the avalanche of rhyrne and sampling
that left me in a state of delirium by
the end of Blazi1zg A rrow.
The first few tracks on T he
Craft make some candid statements
about the album.
"World of
Vibrations" is an exuberant promise
that the album that follows will be
animated yet utterly unplayable at a
party. "Supreme People" shows that
the group has retained its ability to
center some of the most obscure and
enjoyable samples on an unquestionably catchy chorus.
"Powers" comes as an un.invited guest at track 4. It is an embar-
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rassingly buoyant number that I fully
expect to accompany a montage in
Shrek 3 in the near future. It's a blemish to an otherwise excellent first half
of the album. ·
Perhaps the most interesting
change from previous albums is the
reappearance of the purring voice of
George Clinton, this time irnpersonating a sort of ghost on "Lotus
Flowe.r."The next track, "My Pen and
Pad," is one of few times that the samples are removed and Gift of Gab is

allowed to assert
and lyrically. The result is a simple but
masterful track, the best on the album
along with "Supreme People."
The first half of The Craft is
some of Blackalicious's best work.
The second half, however, is sorely
lacking in lyrical energy, beginning
with "Automatique." One might be
able find solace in the apparent eclecticism of the album, but the eager
anticipation for Gab to bust out goes
un.fulfilled. There are also some minor
annoyances to be dealt with. The
prevalence of transitions at the end of
each and every song might sound like
a good idea in theory, but in reality
they act more like buffers to an album
struggling to be cohesive.
The Craft is worth a listen.
Gab is not at his best, but his restraint
seems to be a conscious decision. The
beats and samples are given more
room to guide the music, resulting in a
more balanced, focused, though somewhat more conservative sound.
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The Observer's (Adjective) Joint Editorial Mad Lib
We wer~, wandering around .campus today trying to decide what to write about for
another one of our (adjective} joint editorials, when, walking into (on-campus build.ing), we saw (elderly Bard professo;) (act of violence ending in "ing") ~number) studentS. Then, out of nowhere (your favorite Bard Security Staff Meß1ber) appeared
and (past tense verb) the professor. (Professor) tried to explain by pulling a (adjective)
(noun) from his/her briefcase. We shook our heads; we had always known there was
something (adjective) about (Professor).
This was going tobe one (adjective) day. Upon walking into Kline, a large,
heavy (most inedible piece of Kline food) flew through the air and (past tense verb)
one of the glass entrance doors. The "Revolucion" we had been plotting had started,
with
(menu item) being the first strike. (Upstanding member of SAC) decided to
,(verb) the (adjective) (menu item) at the three remaining Bard Republicans; the
Republicans countered with a speech on the positive reasons to cut (under fiu,lded
governmen,t prograp1.). Decked out in S.W.A.T. gear, (member of Party Patrol) surveyed the scene, whipped out a walkie-talkie and called security for back up. That is,
until (student), with 40 oz. bottle in hand, decided to smash the walkie-talkie on the
ground and yell "(Exclamation)!" ·
.
The Equestrian club (past tense verb) into Kline on horseback, brandishing
· (adjective) (plural weapon) covered in (liquid), and before they could stop the borses, they bad (past tense verb) the Anima! Rights Group. Out of nowhere, (Bard alumnus) stumbled up to (Frrst Year student), yelled, "Kiss a Stranger Day!" and Started to
make out with hirn/her. All the while, members of the Dime Store sat at a table and
shook their (plural body part) at the mass confusion in front of them. One said, "This
can't be good for the prevention of (your favorite STD)."
Suddenly, a (adjective) noise rang out in the cafeteria.ln the corner by the television, a Red Sox fan had (past tense verb) a Yankeesfan to death. Leon Botstein
then (past tense verb) into the cafeteria. He exclaimed, "Enough is enough. The
Faculty Dining Room has ran out of (the only good thing in Kline) and we need to
take as much of it from you as we can. Also we ran out of salt; (tenured Bard professor) decided to ... weil, it's best if I not say." He looked down at the (gross adjecti.ve)
dead student who was already covered ln flyers from (over-advertislng Bard club) and
said, "This (adjective) incident was not caused by alcohol, was it?" The students
responded with an enthusiastic (A lie). Leon surveyed the students with a (adjective)
Iook and replied, "Splendiferous! Carry on," as he exited Kline.
We strolled (adverb)-back.to- .t he Qb.((~·~ -~~~i~lS~~
tive) ever happens at Bard. Why bother writing 'lh'l '"'l'ftMft~.. P.oPI VIWill1
Bard is (adjective), and so is the Ohserver.

Saving Financial Aid
ßy TANNER VEA

Comprised of college students, the readership of this paper is probably
acutely aware of the rising cost of higher education in the United States.
Over the last year alone_, students at four-year public institutions saw
tuition increases of an average of 10.5 percent, a rate that far outpaces
inflation. At the same time, the average maximum Pell Grant is worth
barely half of its value 20 years ago. Federal aid to students over the last
couple of decades has followed a general trend toward more loans and
fewer grants, toward behind-the-scenes legislative manipulation that
hurts students and eradicates any hope for a democracy of knowledge.
Among politicians and pundits alike there is a general hum
around the federal budget deficit. One explanation that the right often
offers is that hard times, brought on by the terrorists, justify extra spending and government debt. This reasoning is usually paired with rhetoric
about "hard work,""liberty," or "national security." And now Congress has
approved an initial $64 billion in emergency spending for dealing with the
aftermath of Katrina. lt should be noted here that Bush's Katrina reconstruction plan is being estimated at $200 billion-ahout the cost of the lraq
war to date. This is necmary spending, and admittedly, the cost of natural
disasters cannot be made out to be the direct fault of this administration,
but it is case in point: taking on unnecessary government debt makes
responding to natural disasters and other emergencies more difficult.
- Now, fiscal conservatives from across the political spectrum are
becoming nervous about the exploding deficits, especially with the entirety of the House of Representatives and one third of the Senate coming up
for election in 2006. What we are now witnessing is a sickening process
· of darnage control, and students-especially from low-income and
minority families-constitute a fundamental target of this deception.
About every five years, Congress reauthorizes the Higher
Education Act, first passed in 1965. The bill, formally H.R 609, sets policy and federal funding Ievels to student aid programs. This year, the
House has proposed nearly S9 billion in cuts to federalloan programsthe largest cuts ever to student loan programs. This equates to about a
S5,800 increase in loan costs for the average college student borrower,
according to StudentAidAction.com, run by the State PIRGs' Higher
Education Project. To call these cuts an embarrassment to our society and
an affront to our values would be an understatement.
The Higher Education Act of 1965 was an integral component
of President Johnson's "Great Sot;iety" program of reform. It figures as
part of a tradition of widening ~pportunities for higher education that
extenda e.dt to-the cstaWiabmltnt of-state 'pUblic univelsiti• in \ttt ni~
teenth century. This legislation· was founded on the belief that all
Americans who desired to pursue a college education should have access
to the realization of that dream, regardless of income. The availability of
higher education to members of our society has direct implications on our
THE EDITORS
understanding of democracy. If each is to have voice in the guidance of
our
nation·, what is to be done when those with access to the systems of
agreemcnt politically, and we have the power to
education
and government seek to exclude others from access to those
influence the greater community around us.
systems?
Ultimately,
this is the effect we are seeing in the face of massive
My message to my fellow members of
budget
deficits
and
ongoing
war.
the Bard community is this: Bard does not haw to
H.R.
609
eliminates
rational and beneficial rate reduction incenbe a cloistered community. This year we have the
tives
for
students
to
make
on-time
payments in the Direct Loan Program.
ability to actually represent ourselves as an electorate
lt also makes loan consolidation more costly for students by increasing
body imtead of ignoring our power as voters. All you
ßy ALI CHURCH
fees. Both of these developments harm students, while simultaneously
necd to do is register to vote. You don't need a
allowing lenders to reap more in profits at their expense. In addition,
demonstration to expel the asshole judge whom
H.R. 609 freezes at current Ievels Federal Work Study funding and
Young people too oftcn ignore local politics. our fellow students came before last fall. All we
authorizes only pathetic increases in the maximum Pell Grant. Such
Perhaps because we don't have children, own have to do is vote him out.
homes, and have no interest in local decisions
, Another thought, to stir the wills of maneuvering allows politicians to avoid describing parts of the legislation
regarding school funding or property taxes, or per- those still hesitant to vote: voting now will protect as "cuts" outright, but the hidden reality is that even "freezes" in funding
amount to millions upon millions of dollars in lost fundingover the comhaps because the idea of tying ourselves to one your right to vote. The current members of the Red
ing years due to inflation. If this much doesn't make you extremely concommunity for the long term is simply unappeal- Hook town board have been working to rearrange
cerned, consider that the bill also fails to require lending companies to
ing. Perhaps because we recognize the scale of voting districts to split Bard between north and
report positive credit histories to the credit bureaus. By failing to
global injustice, Outchess County seems unim- south campus. Bard could thus be split into two
acknowledge your good credit, lenders are allowed under this legislation
portant by comparison. Though we espouse a separate polling stations, and if you move from
t~ distort your credit history, potentially making you ineligible for lower
certain set of ideals, we too . often ignore our Tewks to Manor, or Cruger to Stone Row, you will
interest rates.
potential impact on local politics because we are have to re-register to vote. Not only will we lose
The Congressional Research Service reports that the average
preoccupied with the grander scheme of activism our power as a liberal voting bloc, this bureaucratstudent
borrower
now accumulates almost $18,000 in debt. We students
on the national or global Ievel.
ic weapon will make voting more difficult and less
need to remernher that things were not always this way. Mter World War
When we see injustice in other parts of appealing to all of us. Though the decision
II there was a great increase in federal benefits to students. However, durthe world, we scream and march and demand jus- regarding this change has been deferred until this
tice, yet we ignore the fact that injustice occurs spring, this measure will surely pass unless we as a ing the Reagan administration, access to grants and low-cost loans was cut
within our own community. When eleven of our community voice our objections hy voting against sharply. The volume of student loan burden has since exploded. We must
not be blind to the social implications this progression has on our society.
fellow students were brought to trial for marehing it.
Effectively, H .R. 609 is part of the act of closing the door of opportunity
to Red Hook last fall, they were treated with
Above all, we can't forget that local electo higher education--an opportunity our country has previously valued
hatred and disdain. They were brought before a tions are about more than school funding and
and preserved. Furthermore, oppomrnity is restricted more and more on
judge who considered their cases based solely on property taxes. In the upcoming election, we can
the basis of income and minority status.
his own prejudices. While we may be tempted to have a say in many issues, including land use and
Darnage control. Politicians have nothing to say to you about the
spend more of our time considering the greater open space preservation, and the decision reached
$9 billion in cuts they are pushing. They have nothing to say, except that
injustices being committed in Zimbabwe or lraq, on these issues will outlast our time here at Bard.
they value democracy, diversity, and freedom. These words shamefully
this is a very real injustice that we can have a direct Erin Cannan is running for Red Hook Town
hide the gravity of their actions: they are taking back S9 billion and backimpact on in the com munity in which we live. lf Board, and through her election we may finally be
ing out on their commitment to higher education for all Americans. Ask
we consider our residence in Red Hook to be a able to mend the so-called "Town/Gown" relathem why tney think making the average student borrower take on an
temporary situation that will be remedied as soon tionship. Though we may be tempted to focus on
additional burden of nearly $6,000 is an appropriate response to a deficit
as we graduate, we devalue the presence of a rela- the four years that we as individuals will spend
crisis caused by their own embarrassing mismanagement.
tively static population of Bard students within here, if we ignore our voice it will be silenced and
our voting district. Each year we make up a com- we willleave no ability for those who follow us to
On the web: http://www.studentaidaction.com
munity of over one thousand people in relative use theirs either.
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ating because Bard students like to think of
themselves as tolerant and accepting, but it's
just plain indecent. Of anyone."
A large component of this antagonism
might possibly be a result of alcohoL While
there is not enough alcohol at Budget Forum to
get anyone drunk to the point ofbeing disruptive, the presence of beer, beer that is provided
by the Central Committee, shitts the foc,us
from seriously considering who deserves funding to joking around over some beers. It does
ßy SARAH MARTINO
not present the event as one where important
decisions take place, but invites people to arrive
Many Bard traditions revolve around a specta- drunk, or at least behave so. This year's display
cle. There's the sight of students who have yet was particularly embarrassing as student govto master pre-registering, dashing from dass- · ernment members bad to hold the pro~se of
room to classroom on Registration day. There's free beer over the heads of kids in order to ge.t
the beleaguered crowd in the gym at Room them to pay attention, and student elections
Draw watehing with dismay as the rooms they were interrupted by beer getting stolen. The
want get crossed off the Iist. And then there's election process takes place at the beginning of
the sight of over a hundred kids crowded into the forum when the most people are there, but
Kline, waiting impatiently for cans ofbeer to be this year the obnoxious behavior and interrupdistributed so that with a loud chorus of cheers tions of students who were waiting for alcohol,
and heckling they can take part in making deci- who didn't seem to care much about who represions about the economic futures of Bard's sented them, caused the clections to last over an
numerous and varied dubs. Spectad~s are fun hour, thus making the whole processtake about
and when they become rooted in tradition they three hours. By the end of Budget Forum, the
are hard to give up, but when form supersedes last amendments were left to be decided on by
function and the spectade gets in the way of a handful of students.
I'm sure that many will fault me for
being at all productive, it no Ionger seems
appropriate. After witnessing the spectade that taking this way too seriously. Mter all, Budget
took place at Budget Forum this semester, it Forum is meant not only to be productive, but
seems dear to me that as it is, the forum no to be an event where people can have fun, and
Ionger functions as an appropriate way to allo- by the end of the forum all hostility supposedly
cate funds to clubs, and for that matter, that it · disappears and people aren't really worse for
wear. Yeah, fun is awesome. I like fun, I swear.
adds nothing positive to the Bard community.
While it wasn't until this, my fifth But tell the kid who legitimately needs the
Budget Forum, that I was particularly disgusted money that gets taken away from his or her
and embarrassed by the process, the whole sys- dub at the whim of his or her drunken dasstem has always seemed to me to be flawed. mates that he or she is taking it too seriously.
While in theory it's a great idea to give students Furthermore, and most importantly, at some
the chance to collectively decide what dubs are point if w_e don't take our money and ourselves
most important to the majority, and ckserve the seriously, then how do we expect anyone else to?
extra money that they request, the actual We are a student body who is concemed with
process is not that democratic. For one thing, money-we want to in~t it -~~nsibly _and
,
many people don't bother to show up at all, and we want to donate it to ttre-trgflrc
while the Forum cannot be blamed for their when it comes to the money that will directly
apathy, some people I know don't attend Budget impact our campus life, we seem to have few
Forum becausc they have lost patience with the qualms about childishly throwing it around. We
lengthy and immature process. While it's are a student body who wants more money for
assumed that the people who are most interest- student activities and funding to help build a
ed in the proceedings show up, the atmosphere new student space, both of which I believe we
has turned off other people who are equally as deserve, but why should we expect this money if
we can't deal with it in a serious, responsible
invested in Bard's social future.
lt is this atmosphere, one of disrespect manner?
From what I can tell by looking over
and antagonism, which I find most frustrating
about Budget Forum. While in the past there the budget Iist, the planning comrnittee seems
have been Mhostile" amendments that are all in to do a pretty good job with what they have.
good fun, or rather inconsequential as to how a The issue never seems to be that some clubs
given club will operate; there are many don't get enough money because other dubs get
instances in which hostile amendments simply too much, it's that some dubs don't get much
pit groups of friends against one another,'and money because there's not enough money to go
some groups whose interests are not immedi- around. Why this, a flaw of the administration
ately relatable to the larger crowd, or the stu- which is not as invested in putting more money
dents who are not as outspoken as their peers, into student activities as it should be, should be
end up getting inadvcrtently bullied. Clubs that taken out on other dubs who actually use the
are entirely unrelated to one another are asked money they request is beyond me.
This year saw an influx in the number
to defend why they are more "important,"
which puts club heads in an awkward position of friendly amendments where students
as different dubs obviously fu1fill very different requested money from any dubs willing to
donate. 1t definitdy seems important to have a
social needs and niches.
While I would not exactly call it a forum in which students can discuss the possiMpopularity contest," the way in which Budget bility of shifting funds between clubs in a
Forum puts students in the spotlight to be rational manner. l'm not sure if this could be
openly judged, sometimes in a less than pleas- accomplished by removing the alcoholic comant manner, by their peers, can feellike a fight ponent, switching the location to somewhere
in a high schoollocker room: Everyone gathers like the Olin auditorium that might be more
around, happy to watch the kid they're rooting conducive to behavior that's a tad more serious,
for beat the shitout ofhis or her opponent. Last or by somehow magically making students
year there were a large number of complaints tinderstand that the decisions they make at
about how people are treated at the forum, but Budget Forum are important ones, and while
while this year the Chair of the Planning it's all well and good to have some fun at a
Comrnittee, Adam Baz, admirably attempted to school gathering, there is rarely any excuse for
remind people that some of their peers are not being rude. Central Committee Secretary Matt
comfortable speaking in public and that every- Wing has suggested that the freshmen elecone deserved respect, his requests fell on deaf tions take place at an alternative time, perhaps
ears. Because of noise from the crowd, people during L&T since most of the upperclassmen
Iodging requests or defenses were often not at Budg~t Forum won't be familiar with the
given the chance to speak, and were interrupted freshmen anyway, and this seems appropriate,
by multiple useless Mpoints of inquiry" or the -pot only to make the forum shorter but hopeoccasional beer caß being chucked at their fully to make the election process a fair and
head. This kind of behavior is not only exasper- Continued on f>a~e 14

Waiting For the
End of an Era

Leaky Govetnmen t

Or, Why Budget Forum
Sucks

When, on September 14, during a Security Council meeting at the 2005
World Sumrnit and 60th General Assembly of the United Nations, President
Bush wrote a note to Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, saying "I think I
may need a bathroom break. Is this possible?" was he thinking about what it
would mean if someone should happen to take a photo of the scene? Of
course not. The man simply had to use the bathroom. Since then, of course
headlines the world over have read "P is for President" (Anorak) or "Please .
Miss, I Need to Go to the Toilet" (The Daily Record). The lrish Examiner's
headline went MTo Pee or Not to Pee, That is the QJ!estion." One story
opened with the sentence, "The need to relieve oneself diplomatically has on
occasion determined the fate of nations."
This is doubtless a frivolous episode, but one nevertheless indicative
of a larger attitudinal pattem on behalf of the Administration. It goes like
this: do something stupid/wronglharmful, don't think about the consequences, lose integrity worldwide, nevcr acknowledge it, never apologize,
never take responsibility, and move right along. Rinse and repeat. The trouble
comes when the leak is far removed from the president's bladder issues-for
instance, when it involves outing a CIA agent or something.
On that topic, Karl Rove and Scooter Libby's political retribution
agllinstJoseph Wilson for exposing one oftheir lies about lraq, in the form of
outing his wife Valerie Plame to caustic conservative pundit Robert Novak,
was back in the news recently. As it tums out, Republican representatives
derailed attempts by Democrats to compel the Bush administration to turn
over sensitive information and records relating to the episode. The measures
would have established the first independent congressional inquiries of the
Plame affair, and perhaps even the public testimony of senior Bush administration aides such as Messrs. Rove and Libby about their personal roles.
Republicans argued that Patrick Fitzgerald's grand jury investigation
into the matter-of which the public knows little, least of all what progress
it's making-would be compromised by the comrnission of said congressional inquiries.
"Let us not forget," noted Michigan's John Conyers, the ranking
Democrat on the House Judiciary Committee, "the endless hearings in this
comrnittee and others on alleged Clinton-Gore campaign finance violations,
the Whitewater claims, and Clinton White House Travel Office firings.
These were matters all under Justice Department review at the time of our
hearings. Fmally, I must remind my co.lleagues of the numerous House and
Senate hearings on Watergate that were simultaneous with the Justice
Department's own investigation." ~ve is lu~ that Fitzgerald's probe is all
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Rove is also lucky, indeed, that his leak was pulled from America's
front pages by a typical rash, outrageous, hilarious, dangerous statement from
Pat Robertson. This time the evangelical Ieader, host of "The 700 Club" and
hcad of the Christian Coalition called for the assassination of Venezuelan
president Hugo Chavcz. More recently, Robertson called Hurricane Katrina
God's revenge for the Academy ofTclcvision Arts and Sciences' selection of
Ellen DeGeneres to host this ycar's EmmyAwards, thus indicating the latest
and most disastrous of the Adrninistration's leaky problems: those pesky leaking levees in New Orleans, whose reparations, incidentally, are officially the
charge of the aforementioned Mr. Rove.
There is evidence, recently published in the New York Times and
Washington Post, that Katrina was not as powerful as has been since reported and that the flood walls were so poorly constructed that they posed no real
formidable opposition to the waters. This, coupled with Bush's looting of
SELA (Southeast Louisiana Urban Flood Control Project), the fund
Congress established to enable the govemment to provide relief for possible
hurricanes in southem Louisiana to pay for his tax cuts and war, point to this
particular administration's manic obsession with de-funding government so
that people are left in the dust. Well, that's not entirely true: They de-fund
social programs, while the military, corporate subsielies and faith-based initiatives abound, so it's not people, but poor people specifically who are ruined.
This is one leaky govemment.lt Iets water unnecessarily kill the people it is in charge of protecting; it Iets its highest advisors comrnit acts of treason, punishable by death in the very Constitution. And sometimes, it needs to
urinate in the middle of a summit involving dozens of heads of state from
around the world. In every case, and in countless others-from Tom DeLay's
ethics breaches to the abundance of lies the administration told in order to
drag the country and world into an unjust, illegal war-this govemment's
strategy has remained consistent: don't think about the consequences, never
acknowledge mistakes, never apologize, never take responsibility, and move
right along. Rinse and repeat.
Even when the president and his cronies claim "responsibility" for
something, like, for instance, the atrocious response the federal govemment
showed to New Orleans' cries for help, they merely say that they take responsibility, but they don't actually take it. They take a vacation. Or a shoe-shopping excursion. Or a no-bid reconstruction contract. When Dan Rather took
responsibility, it means he resigned. Same with Jim McGreevy. Or any
employee in America who makes an egregious error. But not the Bush administration: it just keeps on pushing its radical right wing agenda, paying no
regard to the rungs it kicks out along the way. Or the drowning people. Or the
flag-laden coffins. Some call this arrogance; others, rugged individualism. I
call it leakiness.
What we must say is that it is time to plug all the leaks in this government. And if we won't insert the plug, then we must take the Schiavo
approach and pul/ it.
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Budget Forum, contiedfr~m page 13
sober one.
Perhaps ridding Budget Forum of its antagonistic, party atmosphere would drastically decrease
attendance, but frankly, if that's all that's keeping someone interested in the process, I value their opinion less
than the person who is seriously concerned with how our
money · is spent. l've always been impressed with the
amount of freedom Bard students are given over their

The New Emporia
Why You Should Gare
About Chester Arthur
BY MATTHEW ROZSA

own affairs as opposed to the students at other schools.
Now the administration is not pleased with the way
Budget Forum runs, and in the future they might possibly intervene and make the decision themselves over
what the right way to get about the process is, ·or
whether it should exist at all. lt would be nice if change
in the forum could come from within the student body,
and for once we could all show that we deserve the freedom we're afforded .
winning a Iandmark case that granted AfricanAmericans the right to ride on all New York City streetcars. By 1859, Arthur's political connections and prestige
had landed him a position as state engineer-in-chie( He
also held the rank ofbrigadier general in the administration of newly-elected Republican governor Edwin D .
Morgan.
When the Civil War began in 1861, Arthur
.served the state of New York in various political capacities. He first helped to outfit the New York militia and
later served as the state quartermaster general. lt wasn't
until the Civil War ended that a darker side of Arthur's
character emerged, for it was then that that Arthur
became friends with Roscoe Conkling. Conkling was a
New York Senator of unsavory reputation arrd vast influence. As the head of the state's Republican party,
Conkling was known for his widespread application of
the corrupt spoils system, and Conkling clearly saw in
Arthur a man who could be used to further his own
political goals. In 1871 Conkling convinced President
Ulysses S. Grant to appoint Arthur to the position of
collector of the New York Custom House. With morc
than 1,000 employees, the New York Custom House
was the largest federal office in America, and Arthur's
position as supervisor ofimport duty collection gave him
enormous power within that institution.
lt was a power that Arthur used for gross political ends. Arthur gave most of the jobs under his jurisdiction to Republican party workers, and .required that all
customs employees pay a portion of their salaries to
Republican funds. Money collected for customs violations often found its way into the Republican treasury.
Furthermore, through his position as chairman of the
Republican state committee, Arthur managed to transform a vital artery in America's economic system into his
own personal fiefdom. lt wasn't until Arthur was suspended (and then &ml) by Praktent Rutherford Haya
in 1878 that his fiefdom was dissolved. Even so, he
remained a very wealthy man.
lt seemed that Arthur's political career had ended
in disgrace, and nothing that occurred prior to his presidency seemed to indicate otherwise. In 1880 Arthur
was nominated to the Vice-Presidential slot of the

When you flip through the pages of a history textbook,
you will come across a funny-looking man with muttonchops. His hair is black with a silver hue, and his skin is
pasty white. His cheeks are chubby, his lips are thick, and
his eyes and nose seem to project that air of aloof sophistication which conjures up the most unpleasant feelings
one gets from the elitism of Victorian America.
Why should you care about this man? Further
research will tell you that his name was Chester Alan
Arthur, that he was the 21 st President of the United
States, and that he served for just under four years, from
September 20,1881 , to March 4,1885. Yet still the question remains-why should you care?
The answer to this question lies in his story. The
early years of Arthur's life yield nothing extraordinary
about his character. He wasbornon Octobcr 5, 1829 in
Fairfield, Vermont, the first son in a family of nine. His
father was a Northern Irish immigrant named William
who - in his career as a pedagogue and Baptist minister
- moved his family through dozens of small villages in
Vermont and upstate New York. Chester devcloped into
a very good student with a pa§_sionate interest in politics.
Indeed, when he was fourteen, he could be found fervently supporting Whig statesman Henry C!ay in the
1844 presidential election. By the age of eighteen,
Chester Arthur had graduated from Union College in
Schenectady, New York, and by the time he was twentyfour he had become a partner in a New York City law
firm.
Soon Arthur began to reap the benefits df'his
political activism. In 1854 he attended an important
meeting that helped establish the New York chapter of
the burgeoning Republican party. One year later, he
made a name for hirnself as a rising young attorney by Continued on page 15

God and your nation, to claim that it is a waste of our
court system's time and resources is out ofline.
lt is, furthermore, not the case that Judge
Karlton ruled based on his own opinions or political
leanings. Senator John Thune of South Dakota said, in
reference to the September 14th decision, "As we work
to fill two vacancies in the highest court of the land,
BY ANNA PYCIOR
today's news only serves to underscore the importance
of appointing judicial nominees who refuse to allow
U.S. District Judge Lawrence Karlton ruled on their personal views to shape decisions. America needs
September 14th-that to recite the Pledge of Allegiance justices whose respect for the Constitution is paramount
in public schools is denying schoolchildren's right to be in all proceedings." lt does not take personal interpre"(ree from a cocrcive requirement to affrrm God."
tation to see the word "God" as present in our Pledge. It
"Imagine every morning if the teachers lrad the does, however, take personal interpretation to decide
children stand up, place their hands over their hearts, whether or not that is a tremendous problem. Judge
and say, 'We are one nation that denies God exists,"' Karlton ruled not that the Pledge was a terrible stain on
Sacramento atheist Michael Newdow said. He has been our educational systems and a tremendous affront to our
fighting for years to have the courts recognize what he freedom but rather that the presence of "under God"
sees as the unconstitutionality behind the Pledge Of was not in line with freedom of religion in the United
Allegiance. Those opposed to his ~ases have spoken out States.
in editorials saying "Michael Nedow lives out on the left
As a citizen who is not required by law to see
coast - in the land of fruits and nuts," as weil as argu- national headlines from all sides, lt is easy to congratuing time and time again that his cause is another case late Judge Karlton for seeing the light on this matter. I
clogging up our e<ourt systems.
hesitate, however, tobe too hasty to pat him oh the back.
Many see Newdow's argument to the courts as While I agree full-heartedly with the fact that "God"
an exaggeration of the impact which "under God" has in does not belong in a universal Statement of our nation's
the Pledge. In Gwinnett County, Georgia, Darreil beliefs, I do not want to fall into a battle mentality of
Huckaby wrote, "I don't know about you, but to me, religion vs. courts.I do not see his ruJing as an affront to
acknowledging the blessings of God on our nation in God but rather an affront to a flawed speech that so
the pledge to the flag is about ~s far from establishing a many thousands of citizens grew up reciting. lt's frusreligion as Jane Fondais from Toby Keith."
trating that cases such as this are interpreted by some as
lt is not up to the courts to deny hearing a case a moral victory for secularism', when the issue at hand is
because it is seerningly trivial. Every time an American one of Constitutionality. lt is wrong to feel that the
citizen feels that his or her rights are being violated they religious in our nation have lost to sensible politics in
have a right tobring it to the court system. Whether you this circum"stance. lt should be, rather, a victory for all
applaud Newdow's cause or find it an affront to your Americans, a Iiberation of a once hindered freedom.

The Proper Way
To Pledge
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"Dance, Puppets,
Dance!"
Cry the White Rap Listeners
BY NOAH WESTON

In the last edition of The Observer, Kate
Crockford asserted that, "Good American hiphop teils
stories about being Black in the US," apparently an essential
quality that Palestinians would appreciate as analogous to
their condition. We ought to put the brakes on the White
Liberal Stereotype Express now and forever. Not only does
Crockford's assertion fail to hold water in the actual context
of rap music, but it also suffocates the critical worth of anything that does not fall within her constraints. The
"Illmatics," "Straight Out of Comptons," and "It Takes A
Nations" may get their props, yet some of rap's most venerable albums become mere frivolous deviations from an
externally imposed ideal. Put bluntly, the "noble savage" has
been bypassed in favor of a new fetish, the "political rapper,"
who can only achieve recognition if he or she raps about
"the streets" or how to remedy social ills. Fuck that, son .
If Crockford and other likeminded individuals
really concerned themselves with racial equality, they would
permit rappers more than ghettowar stories and revolutionary anthems. Instead,' "good" rap excludes an enormously
valuable body of work, whether it pertains to personal narratives, flamboyant bragging, or a number of other subjects
distant, if not removed, from some singular or even totalizing description of the black American experience. Take Eric
B. and Rakim's Paid in Fu/1, for example. Rakim only scantly deals with street life on the album's title track, briefly
recounting histime as a "stick-up kid." Otherwise, through- ·
out the LP , he adheres to the common themes of his
unbounded dopeness and his ability to make people dance.
Does this seminal album somehow count less for its incongruence with the "political rapper" ideal?
Or to use another more recent example, the widely lauded MF Doom ernhoclies the different strands of rap
that are seemingly at odds. As Zev Luv X of the group
KMD, he gave voice to his Frustration as a black man fed
the fuck up with white socicty. More than ten years ~ he
rhyme5 about cartoon characters, still sounding fresh. Yet,
all of his later work must be inferior, or so the political rap
fetishists would say, compared to any mc who addresses
what white leftists view as socially relevant. Consequently,
an oafish homophobe with poor beat selection like
Immortal Technique gets a crown of laurels, while Black
Thought remains "that guy from the Roots." It doesn't add
up at all, until you probe what underlies this syndrome.
At its base, the obsession with the struggling rapper, the hustler, or the one-man movement is not at all dissirnilar from the reasons why less "conscious" white suburban kids Iisten to 50 Cent. Rap fans with the Crockfordian
outlook gleefully seize upon any confirmation of their fantasy,black men as either sagely inner-city griots or righteous
fist raisers. The art is secorrdary to them, unfortunately, and
they fail to realize how much "the struggle" suffers when
one dass of people have to live up to this framework forced
upon them at the expense of the individual or the culture's
internal richness. Not only does a people deserve its civil
liberties, but its unwritten social freedoms as weil; which
demands a society willing to accommodate the true breadth
of black art, political and apolitical, narrative and abstract.
As a minor concession, one could call all black art
evocative of the black experience, but that does not mean
the same thing as black art consciously shaped to convey the
black experience itsel( To argue the contrary, one would
have to accept the premise that in some meaningful way,
Sting makes music about the white experience. Sensibly
speaking, you know that Sting only makes music about
Sting's experience, a privilege not enjoyed by rappers.
Instead, on one extremity, they serve as universal thugs for
the masculine waking wet dreams of Caucasian youth. On
the other, allegedly more benevolent end of the spectrum,
they become oppressed trinkets, dangled about to demoostrate how subversive their liberal fans are. And just so I
have the excuse to invoke a bunch of galvanizing political
figures, I assert that if rap cannot just be rap, instead of a
political commodity, then we have truly dishonored the
name.s of great men and women like Mumia Abu Jamal,
Tango & Cash,Jim Brudvig, Henry Casey, Maxine Waters,
and Ovaltine. And if we shame Ovaltine, do we really stand
for anything? I think not, honkeys. I think not.
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Welcome to the
Wayfinder
Experience
BY PATRICK PAGLEN

Wayfinder Experience exercises an intense philos-

ophy of Play.

and storytelling, defying the vicarious natur~ of
experiendng performances. Instead, the participant is irnmersed in the story, where he or she is
actually a part of it and can determine the
story's outcome. Also to push the boundaries of
social gathering and discover new and exciting
possibilities for traditional social interaction.
To help "at-risk" youth create these
environments of play, to foster trust with each
othe~ and within tbemselves, as a means of coping with trauma and growing witb a positive
method of interacting with the world.
To be permanently and actively inclusive. To create new positive bonds both within
Bard and bctween Bard and tbe surrounding
communities.

I repeatedly explain what the
Wayfinder Experience is, but every time it has
been difficult. Part of this difficulty has to ·do
with the sheer diversity of the project. There is The Many Faces oJWayfinder Experience
a long Iist of events and activities that we A Party Club
engage in, and this Iist seems to grow every
The Wayfinder Experience hosts parsemester; in fact, the nature of the Wayfinder ties that are in one way or another unique or
Experience encourages this diversification. The creative. We ran the Speakeasy party featuring
question "What does the Wayfinder Experience Goodbye, George, the Masquerade Ball featuring
Do?" usually receive an answer of someone Karin Trindle, Sara Elia, Cameron Bossert, and
sputtering out activities that seem to have no tbe Pirate Tavern. On October 7 we will hold a
relationship to each other, and the inquisitor party featuring Beer Olympics, bringing a new
gets confused, or looses the audience's attention. dimension to beer drinking and -partying.
The answerer can also get tired, after about the ASport Club
thousandth time they have to rattle off Improv
Not an Organized sport club, but still a
Theatre, Crafting, Storywritting , Original Play, sport club. We play Capture the Flag on a regTrust, Cooperative Games, Capture the Flag, ular basis: Fridays at 5pm by the Campus
and SwordPlay, and explain exactly what each Center. This involves many variants of Capture
of these things is in itself, and how one relates the Flag, and usually the use of Play-Safe
to another.
swords, whose rules of use are simply "act out
Another part of this difficulty is the your wounds to the best of your ability and
uniqueness of the project. I have been unable to accept that your partner is doing the same."We
find any kind of prograrn, club, project, or also play a variety of cooperative games, and organization that is sirnilar to the Wayfinder invent our own sports. Calvin Ball is a perfect
Experience except for the Surrealist Training example. Look for Calvin Ball posters in the
Circus and the Bard P.I.R.A T.E.S.
near future.
An Improyisational Theatre Club
The Mission of Wayfinder Experience
of
principals
essential
The
To create environments of trust and Improvisational Theatre are also the principles
creativity, where interacting individuals can ofWayfinder Experience's method. We practice
accept one another and create new possibilities Improv to prepare for major events as well as for
through each other's mutual gifts.
OWJ_l sake. w~~~~~~~~!!.~f~ in .W.e
To practice new methods of theatre its
~
·
Continued on pag
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The New Emporia, Continuedfrom page 14
Republican party solely to appease Conkling, whose eff<?rtS to get the corrupt
Ulysses S. Grant nominated for a third term bad failed. Running alongside the
moderate James Garfield, Artbur stood on the sidelines as the Ohio Senatorelect won against the Democrarie candidate General Winfield S. Hancock.
Artbur knew that he had been selected merely as a sop to the resentful
Conkling faction of bis party, and it was widely assumed that when Garfi.eld 's
first term bad ended, Artbur would be replaced with a more palatable choice.
However, President Garfi.eld was shot. The would-be assassin was
Charles Guiteau, a madman whose support of the Stalwarts (the faction of the
Republican party that supported the spoils system) bad led him to believe that
he was entitled to an appointment as consul of Paris. When this appointment
was denied, he convinced bimself that his rejection was due to a betrayal by
President Garfield, and tbat only a Stalwart could be relied upon to appoint
him. So on July 2, 1881, Charles Guiteau shot James Garfield in tbe back.
Upon being apprehended, Guiteau shouted out ""I am a Stalwart and Artbur
is president now!"
For more than two montbs Garfield languished in agony as surgeons
unsuccessfully attempted to remove tbe bullet from his back. Artbur spent tbe
larger portion of tbis time at bis house in New York City, speaking only to
those doscst to him and blaming hirnself for Garfi.eld's situation. When
Garfield finally died on September 19, 1881, the news was rushed over to
Arthur's home, and the distressed Vice President was inaugurated at 2:15 am
the next day.
The nation held its breatb. What kind of president would tbis product
of the spoils system become? Would he betray tbe moderate policies tbat his
two predecessors bad gradually begun to embrace?
Contrary to expectations, Arthur became a liberal. He soon passed the
Pendleton Civil Service Act, which dealt a blow to the spoils system, and
cracked down hard on rampant postal route fraud, in spite of the fact that some
of the scandals involved bis friends. He even vetoed a bill that was intended to
improve America's waterways, accurately perceiving that the funds proposed
for allocation were extravagant. His other positions likewise found him on the
side of tbe angels: bis foresight in modernizing the American navy; his
attempts (somewhat unsuccessful) to protect American consumers by lowering
import tariff rates; and bis efforts to permit Chinese immigration when Congress attempted to ban it for twenty years (he eventually wheedled them
down toten). His only significant failure aspresident occurred about one year
into bis term, when he decided not to disdose the fact that he bad been diagnosed with Bright's Disease, a severe ailment of the kidneys. The prognosiswas
bleak in Artbur's time. Dcspite possessing this knowledge, Arthur sought tbe
Republican presidential nomination in 1884, only to be defeated by popular
Senator James G . Blaine. Nevertheless, when Arthur died of a cerebral hemorrhage in 1886 - less than two years later- he had already sown the seeds that
would grow into the Progressive Era.

about Chester Arthur? You should care because of the manner in which he
epitomizes the complicated anatomy of the human soul. In the course of his
life he demonstrated both the manner in which good men can be corrupted by ,
wealth and power, and how these men can redeem themselves from their vices.
Artbur may not be the most virtuous of American presidents, but he possessed
down for a minute and c:ontemplate the mean- greatness when it was needed most, both for hirnself and for bis country. That
ing Of "recre:ition", as in "re-creation." lt is is why I believe that this man deserves to be remernbered as more than just
N
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Planet "
America
BY NEHA}AIN
As I walked down the road, my starnach
began to growl at me for food. lgnoring
my starnach rudn't work so I decided to
do the next best thing-go to
McDonald's. They had popular film
soundtracks playing and vegetarian
choices, which was definitely agreeable
with me. After eating, I still had the
whole day to kill so 1 went over to the
mall, a huge glitzy affair with millians of
cars parked outside of it. I bought a pair
of faded jeans or two, a few tank tops, a
skirt, and some jewelry and then decided
to watch a movie. I went to the theatre
and selected the movie I was most drawn
to. The theatre's plush reclining seats, the
gorgeous carpet, and the amazing sound
system wowed me. Settling back in my
chair, I relaxed as the öpening credits
came on.
On the day that I have just
described to you, I was not in America,
but in lndia. But from the way the day
went, it very well could have been
Arnerica. I have to adrnit I had mixed
feelings about this "advancement" in society. Are countries losing their culture in a
raging struggle to be more "westem?"
lt's a dichotomy, as most things
On one band, it's good that
are.
in life
there is now more readily awilable technology around the world. When I go on
MSN messenger or AOL Instant
Messenger, I can easily chat with people
in the U.S, India, Australia, and Chinaall
alike. Having better facilities is always a
plus and it's nice walking into an air-conditioned mall on a bot day rather than
going from stall to stall.
But at the same time, there is
definitely a thrill in haggling that no mall
can ever replace. Or in going to a local
dhaba in India instead of a five-star
restaurant. Or in wearing a flowing kurti
instead of the latest jeans and tanks that

mirnie what "westemers" don. By giving
up its culture, even being disdainful
towards it, I don't think that any country
is really progressing. In a chat with one of
my mother's friends, for instance, we were
discussing the ritual of applying henna on
one's hands and she seemed horrified at
the suggestion, proclaiming that she had
"never believed in ridiculous customs like
that in her life" and that she had "never
been brought up that way." Now, this
struck me as being very sad instead of
enlightened. Why do we think we're
backward for practicing customs and rituals that link us to our culture? I would
understand giving it up if a partiewar custom demanded the head of your ·firstborn son or something, but why Iook
down on a community oriented or good
luck tradition?
I'm referencing India the most
here because it is the country I have had
the most personal experiences with, but
this Arnericanization is happening all
over the world. When 1 went to Paris,
more people I met there spoke English
than French. Even in the film world
directors are constantly striving to give
their moviesinternational appeal. Martial
arts movies have caught on in the United
States and now, in every Japanese movie
you see, they depict elaborate fight scenes.
Zhang Yimou's movies, brilliant as I
think they are, are very much catered to
an international audience in the sense
that they are not true to cultural details
and modify the significances of certain
symbols, such as colors, to suit a foreign
audience more than national viewers. In
India, lavish movies like Lagaan and
Devdas are created with the hopes ofhaving them go to the Oscars. To me, it
seems like the directors are rnissing the
point if they create ~ovies with the intent
to have them receive international fame,
instead of making" movies purely for the
sake of creating well-made movies and
then being proud of any praise that may
come their way.
How long will it be befon: the
entire world becomes a mini-Arnerica?
From the way things are going, it doesn't
seem like that time is too far off. Let's all
give a warm welcome to Planet Arnerica.
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Submit to Verse Noire! We want to see your written and visual art. Verse Noire accepts
fiction, non-fiction, poetry, plays, screen plays, song lyr1cs, and visual art of all kinds.
~ust send your work in the body of an email to versenoire@bard.edu. (Qyery for visual art.) See your work in print! Get constructive feedback! Deadline: October 15th.
Wayfinder experience, continuedfrom page 15
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Campus Center Lounge,. and you are There are no scripts- everything is driven
encouraged to come, especially if you have simply by character motivation. All players
use ImprovTheatre techniques to drive the
no experience.
story smoothly. Much of our budget is used
A Crafting Club
mention for production purposes. We are doing two
also
should
I
Crafternoon as being sirnilar in principal stories this semester: one November 5th,
b sth
d th th D
to Wayfinder in some areas. Wayfinder
.
e-o er ecem er
an
.
.
1b
·
.ty
A
vanm
materials
raw
provides
Experience
commuru semce c u
.
We do all of these things with "atous large-scale craftmg workshops to make
your own p.rop, toy, or co~tume for you to risk" and traurnatized youth, including
keep. We did Mask-Making, Sword mak- Stories based on the principle that play
ing, Fairy Wing ma:king. We will do sword itself i; both a natural and powerful healand costume workshop right before ing mechanism. This sernester we are
Halloween and on November 3rd before working with the Astor Horne for children
the Benefit Story. A great deal of our and hopefully will do a Story there at the
budget is spent on the raw materials for end of the semester, and next semesterwill
be looking to reach out to other communicrafting.
ties such as Hudson. We are also running a
A theatre production club
The most defining event of the Story for the benefit ofHurricane Katrina
Wayfinder Experience is what we call a victirns. This Story will also act as a means
Story. A story is a major theatrical produc- beinging Bard closer to the surrounding
tion with no stage, unless you consider communities.
Bard Campus to be a giant stage. Neither
is there an audience, unless you consider Basically, anything you see on campus that
the players themselves to be an audience.

involves Play in any capacity is probably especially through the club established by
part ofWayfinder, or Wayfinder is apart of. my friend Elijah: Fantasy Action
Experience.
it, or should be.
I tried incorporating FAE with as
clubs as I could, quadrupled
other
many
The History of Wayfinder Experience
of FAE, sought general
rate
activity
the
it
decided
Vanaver
In 1999, Elijah
would be a really cool idea to run these public interest through Capture the Flag
huge stories at Bard, based on principles of sessions, and contacted local organizations
Play. He began the club Fantasy Action that dealt with "at-risk" youth. J:AE
Experience, which was handed over to became much more diverse, and at the end
of my freshman year "at-risk" children
Connor Gillespie and FlynnJones.
A few years after Fantasy Action from Kingston came here to participate in
Experience was established at Bard, a new a Wayfinder Experience Story. I changed
summer camp based on the principles of the name to Wayfinder Experience to
play was created: the Wayfinder associate with the surnrner camp, and to
Experience. The power of play was appar- mark the new direction Wayfinder
ent, but the target campers were upper- Experience was taking. We continue to
rniddle class farnilies. Believing passionate- expand. We are working with the Astor
ly in the ·power and necessity of Play, I Horne for children and will do a story with
wanted to reach out to children who could them at the end of the semester. Next
not afford our product, but who would get semester we will continue our expansion by
the most out of such an experience. I also reaching out to other areas and increasing
wanted adults to explore Play and all that the well being of the area through cooperit meant, but Wayfinder Experience ative play.
seemed a little inaccessible to them. I saw
vast opportunity coming to Bard College,
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Limping
Through the
Valley .,
BY NOAH WESTON
For the last two weeks, I have been living a
lie. To my friends, to my classmates, and to
my professors, I have been something I'm
not. The deceit has to end now, though,
before I buckle under the weight of my
own remorse. Everyone (thi~ is really difficult), I admit that despite the fact that I
knowingly used a pen that advertises the
• drug Tiazac I have never used, nor even
knew what the hell Tiazac does. But now
that I have confessed, I feetlight enough,
free enough, to tell my story.
I found it on the floor, like the
floor, and despite its aesthetic problems, I
still took it as my own. Days passed before
I even feit an inkling of curiosity regarding
the nature of the drug I was passively promoting with every little stroke and stain.
Suddenly, without clear reason, a surge of
theories rushed through my rnind. Every
successive second held a new vision, a new
answer to the question, "Who takes
'Tiazac?"
Maybe it's a guy named Doug, an
unassuming architect who needs to conceal
his volcanic bowel disorder from everybody eise in the thin-walled apartment
complex. Doug probably just glommed
onto Tiazac in recent months and now can
socialize with people other than his tropical fish. Fish don't know volcanic bowels
from dormant bowels. They just clamor for
divine sprinklings of sustenance, a sort of

Doug ex machi111l deliverance from hunger. ·
Further contemplation and idle
me think that Tiazac soundmade
staring
ed less abdominallr oriented. On an irrational hunch, I moved away from Doug
with his poop quandary to Christie, a nice
gal with a convulsive eye twitch. At her
senior prom, Christie couldn't take a single
picture that didn't make her Iook like
someone violently poked her in the face.
Until Tiazac entered her life, she spent her
free hours crying over these pictures, muttering, "That's not my face," and "God
hates twitchy." Now, she's twitch-free at
the minor cost of a few side effects (i.e. vol-

Drucilla
Cornell at.
Bard
A Lecture on South
African ]ustice .
ßy LEN

GUTKIN

On Tuesday, September 20th, renowned
legal theorist Drucilla Comell visited Bard
College to discuss the function of"justice"
i~ South Mrica's post-Apartheid constitution. Comell has interrogated the relationship between "justice" and positive law
before; indeed, she was a key organizer of
Cardoza Law School's conference series on
"Deconstruction and Justice," at which the
late Jacques Derrida delivered his famous
lecture "Deconstruction and the Possibility
of Justice." Derrida's position-roughly
stated-that a rigorous critique of established legal systems rnight allow for the
"arrival" of genuine justice surely informed

prides hirnself on his frequent boot-knocking and skeet-skeeting, but don't doubt that
he spends every clothed, non-coital
moment pining for •a way out of his Iust
barn and into the moral· grazing Iands
granted to those who win God's approval.
Shit is that real, I assure you.
That aside ... aside, it feels like l've
gotten a Iot off my ehest. Thanks, Bard.
You know how to Iisten, even if it's only
because you think I know someone who
sells weed, and ease a restless heart.
Remernher that if you need anything, I live
in Rueger 100, and I always Iove to !end an
ear myself That is, unless you have questions about photography. I know shit-all
about photography. However, I can give

• 2005
you a few handy tips on how m make your
birdhouse a birdpalace (or a birdchateau for
a Ii ttle more dass).
lt's especially heartening that
since yesterday, I have not feit any compulsion to return to my old pen. Sure, we had
memorable times, like Tuesday's Yiddish
dass when I endlessly scribbled combinations of "Noah <3" and various smells.
When I got to "aged string cheese," it
appeared that I ran out of ink, leaving me
in a state of nebbishy panic. Luckily, it was
a false alarm, but for the millions of people
at risk for hig~ blood pressure, there's. no
such thing. For them, the answer is Tiazac.
Ask your doctor for more details. And get
me a pen while you're at ir. Surprise me.

canic bowels and back spasms).
But I'm an animal of caprice, so I
made another presumption to replace the
last, that instead of treating ailroents of the
flesh, Tiazac was a panacea for th~ mind.
Thus, I conceived of Lyle, a tragic, frightened man. Lyle would not leave his house
out of a paralyzing fear of cargo pants.
Sure, we all know cargo pants• decliped
precipitously over the last five years, but
that gives Lyle no solace, no relief from
what could dwell within any of those pockets.
Cargo pant anxiety crippled Lyle,
forcing him to telecommute to his first and
only job at Popular Mechanics Magazine (he
reviews Iaser pointers). Again, a healthy
sociallife is out of the question. Hell, I'm
wearing cargo pants right now, so I'd scare
were slowly gaining my disdain.
the living Pedialyte out of Lyle, no matter
lt seems like my story is a fairhow congenial and approachable I try to
ly common one at Bard, whose social
be. But once Lyle got his hands on Tiazac,
scene is often described as "diquey and
he gained the strength to live undaunted
chilly." · Sometime in Spring Semester
by all manner of pants.
last year I became sick of my situation
While salivating on myself in
and decided . to do something about it,
ßy MICHAEL BAKER
Henderson, I thought, "Hey, internet," and
lest 1 snap asjd begi.n taking h95tages in
finally decided to learn the purpose of
the Campus Center. · I began using
.
Tiazac. To my disappointment, I found
The pb.tasc, "'make new fricnds, but keep friends to gain aa:ess to·different islands
that this arcane drug whose nature puzzled
tbe old, one is silvu v9ille the oth~'s , ofpeople. Drit\ing back 1UKl forth, a se1f
me for so long was just used for high blood
gold" brings back prima!, somewhat · described social-slut, between groups of
pressure. The mystique vanished, and I was
cheesy, memo.ries of my Elementuy people was indescribably liberating and
just another loser with an old person medSchool. This simple little phrase refreshing• It also had the positive side
icine pen. What would I teil my friends
~raged all of us seven and eigbt- effect of making me appreciate the comnow? "Oh, my grandpa has high blood
ytar..olds to continue making ne~ pany of my original friends. Perhaps the
pressure and incidentally gave me a shitty
cheesy phrase from my chUdhood was
frlends while Ja:eping our old fricnds.
birthday present." They all know that my
Now, &st-fur,::ward a 'decade. actually saying something m~ . than,
grandpa's kept hirnself fitter than an
Remttnber baddn L&I'? Several.hun- "boys and girls, let's be friends witb
Eastern bloc figure skating team and that
dred awkward teenagets who, for the everyone!"
he's too detached from my life to give me
Each semester, every student
most part, had never !Det, wue thrown
anything but money. lt's hopeless.
!Ogether. L.recall _being ftustrated that pays ·a seventy-five dollar "Student
It's only right that I part with my
the entire thing seemed to be one big Activtties Fee." These funds, in turn, are
old pen. lt may be hard. lt may be painful,
cocktall party with tbe conyersation given . to the Student Acti~ties Office
but after all the deception, it's the first step
co~stantly circling, llk«t ~ dog chastng its and the Centra} Co.ltUDittet to ..9isttih-to being an honest man. These are the sac~ "Hi the:re,:my nam~'s So-and-io.l'm . ute f9 student dubs,and otganiiations.
rifices that define a person, the kind thilt
fon:e us into the gul(of~·~·
and bereft of a pen, and say, "My blood
ati11g the school on the weekends (a
.
. .
. .
.. ...
pressure isn't that high. I eat a considerable • ~ p:op!e~wh9sertames ~prompt" nightmare ·for the Admissions Office).
amount of grain and vegetables." Only
bigm,n:lief c:aDlew.iJ~n Two: to kec:p•• fue homicide and suicide
' ly :~
then can said person step out of said gulf,
l tound a pup with whQJn l.c.ould eat , ,rates ~ljng from .boredom at an
third reason, and .~
and take up a new pen-the pen ofintegridinner, hang-out, and party on a ~ .. exp1a.Qtable ~ ty, and inscribe their name in the one true
.•.•.D\OSt ~y the
a~~
f
:
ptobably
·
one
cotrect?
done,
was
work
basis. My
· God's book.
Student
I could not have been more Administration. is tri' ~
Forthose unable to get into God's
wrong. Later in t~e year, my close-knit Body happy, which in turn lUpports a
book, there is only suffering, and the fleetgroup of friends became more stifling rigorous liberal-arts academic iruccess.
ing comforts people try to use to disguise
tban h'berating. However, I feit trapped Fourth is, in the words of the
their salvation-envy. You can see through
because it secm.ed ~e eviryone had Administration, "to encourage fruitful
that if you Iook hard enough, though. The
thek own respective. ?ique. I was networking amongst colieagues." In an
prorniscuous man, to use a common figure,
an island :of friends who · Continued on PatTe 18

The Clique
Manifesto

:Tbc

m

tbe.

trapped on

Comell's take on South Mrica's constitution. What follows is a loose synopsis of
some of the key elements of her talk.
Cornell identified two intertwined concepts that animate the South
Mrican constitution: first, the grounding
of all law in the notion of "dignity," and
second, the application Qf Kantian idealism
to actual law. She asserted that post!\partheid South Mrica contains the most
promising current version of "dignity
jurisprudence," superior, in her mind, to
the similar emphasis on dignity taken by
post-Nazi Germany. The South Mrican
courts' focus on "dignity" as the final measure of law means that alllaw must satisfy a ·
three-pronged dignity test. Hrst, lt must
not be directed at the "historically
oppressed." Second, it must not be aimed
specifically at a group's "dignity.~ Third,
legal redress must promote the second criterion. In other words, human dignity is
always and necessarily the finaJ end of the
law. The law is guided, therefore, by the
Kantian imperative that rational beings
must be treated as means and not ends.
Dignity jurisprudence is predicated on the
striving for a Kantian ideal, the famous
"kingdom of ends." South Mrican justice
is thus Kantian justice; and, as Kant rumself wrote, "If justice perishes, then it is no

Ionger worthwhile for men to live on
earth."
Cornell cites several examples of
"dignity jurisprudence" resulting in positive
progressive court decisions. For instance,
the South Mrican court decided that laws
discriminating against gays and lesbians
"violated the dig~ity of the persons
involved," and so struck down those laws.
The criterion of"dignity" has also resulted
in the right of women to have abortions
and in the elimination of the death penalty (this latter in spite of the fact that both
black and white majorities support the
death penalty in South Africa). All in al1,
Comell presented the South Mrican court
as learned, sophisticated, subtle, and progressive, in stark contrast to the dogmatic
and reactionary character of the United
States Supreme Court. The reaction to
South Mrica's racist past has, in Cornell's
analysis, engendered one of the fairest and
most elegant legal systems in the world.
She attributes this to the conflation of traditional Mrican and positivist Western
modes of legal thinking.
Dignity jurisprudence has come
under fire from more normative Western
legal thinkers for being insufficiently
objective-they see it as more a moral system than a legal one. Cornell was passion-
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ate in her defense of dignity jurisprudence,
and she views its opponents as trapped by
a rigid positivism. In contrast, dignity
jurisprudence's "primary commitment is to
justice, and not just to consistency and
rule-making."
Indeed, what is at stake is justice
itself Cornell quotes Roger Berkowitz:
"Justice has fled our world-we have not
noticed, however, because law has taken its
place." For Cornell, alllaw must have justice-transcendent and ideal-as its
sought-after end. And this means not only
the "justice" of petty law, but the justicethe just-ness-of society itself During the
question and answer session, Cornell
expanded her focus from the question of
specific Iitigation to a critique of the
neoliberal superstructure of modernity:
"South Mrica has a chance to fight the
dominance of advanced capitalism and the
fleeing ofjustice from this world."
Drucilla Cornell teaches at
Rutgers University. She has also taught· at
Cardoza Law School and Princeton, as
well as working as a Iabor organizer. In
addition to her work in legal and ferninist
theory, she has had her plays performed in
New York and Los Angeles.
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Cliques, continuedJrom page 17
ideal system this would foster a happy,
involved, open, and friendly student body.
However it is dear that this is not
the case. Piease do not get me wrong, I am
not accusing the Student Activities Office
nor the numerous clubs and organizations
on campus of mismanagement. All of
them do an excellent job of keeping things
from becoming incredibly bleak in this
cushy, educational gulag known as Bard.
However, these all focus on activity first
and socializing second. How conducive to
inaking new friends is your average party
in Kline or Manor with alcohol freely

flowing and music playing at ear-ringing
decibels? At least in my c.ircles of friends,
my clique(s), we simply treat such functions as a change of scenery, however
redundantat times. Yes, there is a crowd of
people standing outside talking and smoking, but how many do you think are truly
"mixing it up," so to speak?
A common complaint is that the
social scene at Bard has become increasingly cliquey and chilly ever since the loss
ofthat social hub known as the Old Gym.
Such a physical space is extremely important to fostering social commingling.
However, it is no't the end-all-be-all solu-

tion to our problem. I believe it requires
more personal effort on the part of the student body. Granted, this is easier said than
clone.
With this in mind, I would like to
suggest a different type of party: one that
emphasizes the social aspects of such gatherings rather than the actlvity. To prevent
the party from becoming solely about
drinking, a Bring Your Own Bottle policy
could be used. A "hanging-out" party
would be more conducive to meeting fellow Bardians than a "partying" party.
People could be encouraged to bring a
friend. SMORES in the Community

Garden, sledding at Blithewood... the
number of fun, close, and cheap group
activities is surprising. I am going to look
into organizing several such parties. Look
for more information from signs around
and Announce emails for further details.
Change is coming. The "Mixer" is coming
to Bard! Join me and help us free
Annandale from the icy-grip of the
Clique.
PEOPLE OF BARD UNITE! YOU
HAVE NOTHING TO LOSE BUT
YOUR LONELINESS!

Writers: Michael Baker, M.i.cha~l Benhabib, Samu~l Budin, Ali Church,. Clair Connection, Grace Conve,rs~, ~ophia Kt~emer
Dahlin, Nefia Jain, CharleyLanning~ Ariana Lenarsky~ Jesse ~yerson, Patdck Paglen;;/\nna Pyc~hr,, Ted Qtinlan, Ben Reed
Matt Rozsa,Michael Rubin; Omer Shah, Scott Jon Siegel, Hannah Sheehaq, AniTonCheva" Tanner Vea ,. . . ..
. ,,
. .
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WRITING, WITHOUT
SHAME, ABOUT JEWS:
A TALK AND READING BY
JONATHAN ROSEN
6PM WEISS CINEMA

PORTUGUESE TABLE 6:30
PRESIDENT'S ROOM KLINE

CHINESE TABLE 12-1:30PM
PRESIDENT'S ROOM KLINE

WAFINDER EXPERIENCE
CRAFTING DAY IN KLINE
SMOG: PUNK SHOW
THE FOUNDATIONS 9:30
MPR
BFC: THREE DOCUMEN-

THE LOWER DEPTHS
A PLAY BY MAXIM GORKI
7PM

BFC: ICELAND HYPE
7PM REYKJAVIK
9PMNOJ
THE LOWER DEPTHS
2PM,7PM

ROSH HASHANNAH SERVICE
lOAM SACRED SPACE VILLAGEA

8:50PM PARADISE LOST
10:30PM METALLICA: SOME
KIND OF MONSTER

THE LOWER DEPTHS
7PM

HAVE A LOVELY FALL
BREAK

PORTUGUESE TABLE
OBSERVER STAFF MEETING!
8PM OFFICE, TEWKS BASEMENT

ARABIC TABLE 6-7PM

BARD DEMOCRATS 9PM
CAMPUS CENTER ROOM
202
TRAIN PICK UP SHUTTLES:
METRO NORTH FROM NY
,..n,......, 2:40PM. 4:43PM, 6:26~M,
8:25PM
AMTRAK FROM NY CIY:
3:22PM, 5:20PM, 7:25PM,
8:47PM

FALLBREAK

FALL BREAK

i'

CHINESE TABLE

'1111

J
{)I

YOM KIPPUR (KOL NIDREI)
YOM KIPPUR SERVICE !OAM
MPR
SACRED SPACE VILLAGE A
BFC: FRENCH NEWWAVE
SPMDINNER
7PM POTLUCK BREAK FAST SAMPLER
6PM SERVICE
BRING VEGITARIAN DISH
7PM JULES ET ]IM
OR DESSERT
9PM LE MEPRIS
llPM MA NUIT CHEZ MAUD

BENEFIT CONCERT FOR
HURRICANE KATRINA
RELIEF
TRINITY EPISCOPAL
CHURCH 1PM-8:30PM
SMOG: ECSTATIC SUNSHINE

5
bEADLINE FOR VERSE
NOIRE SUBMISSIONS
SMOG: PONYTAIL AND TERROR
SQUAD, DUCK DUCK
BLOOD, YIKES

Yes,
the Prote st Worked!
going to
be Presi dent and
Wal-Mart will sell
nothing but
Bubblicious and
Lisa Frank stick ers
from now on!
VIVA LA REVOLUCION! . ·

'RIGKT GUYS, HUH!
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By Mark Essen
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